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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
SAN BERNARDINO 
ORDER OF PROCESSION 
FACULTY MARSHALS 
John Craig 
Professor of Chemistry 
Esteban Diaz 
Professor of Elementary/Bilingual Education 
Charles Hoffman 
Professor of Psychology 
Susan Meisenhelder 
Professor of English 
Kelly Morton 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
C.E. Tapie Rohm, Jr. 
Professor of Information and Decision Sciences 
STUDENT MARSHALS 
Linda Norman 
Assistant Professor of Political Science 
Juan Gutierrez 
Assistant Professor of Secondary/Vocational Education 
PLATFORM PARTY 
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATORS AND FACULTY 
Margaret Atwell 
Dean of the School of Education 
Aubrey Bonnett 
Dean of the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
David DeMauro 
Vice President for Administration and Finance 
Juan Gonzalez 
Vice President for Student Services 
Joan (Terry) Hallett 
Associate Dean of the School of Natural Sciences 
Dennis Hefner 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Beverly Hendricks 
Dean of the School of Humanities 
Lewis Jones 
Dean of Undergraduate Studies 
Julius Kaplan 
Dean of Graduate Studies 
David Porter 
Dean of the School of Business and Public Administration 
Jerrold Pritchard 
Associate Vice President for Academic Programs 
J.C. Robinson 
Associate Vice President for Academic Personnel 
Judith Rymer 
Vice President for University Relations 
Phillip Taylor 
Associate Vice President for Academic Resources 
Peter Wilson 
Dean of the Coachella Valley Center 
CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE OF THE 





61st Assembly District 
UNIVERSITY ADVISORY BOARD 
Nicholas Coussoulis 
Joe Frazier 









OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
Debra Kay Ledford 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT 
Joseph Fengler 
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS 
Luis Salazar Gomez 
UNIVERSITY MARSHAL 
Robert Cramer 
OUTSTANDING PROFESSOR FOR 1990-91 
Loralee MacPike 
Professor of English 
PRESIDENT 
Anthony H. Evans 
THE PROGRAM 
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Edward Elgar 
California State University, San Bernardino Symphonic Band 
with the San Bernardino Valley College Band 
Carolyn Neff, Director, CSUSB 
Paul Kardos, Director, SBVC 






arr. Wilham Adams, '91 
The Symphonic Bands 
INTRODUCTIONS 
President Anthony H. Evans 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
President Anthony H. Evans 
OUTSTANDING PROFESSOR 
Loralee MacPike 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT 
Joseph Fengler 
OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
Debra Kay Ledford 
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS 
Luis Salazar Gomez 
ADDRESS 
Lois Carson, Executive Director 
Department of Commimity Action, County of Riverside and 
Member, CSUSB First Graduating Class (1967) 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES AND REMARKS 
President Anthony H. Evans 
PRESENTATION AND INVESTITURE OF CANDIDATES 
Dennis Hefner 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
President Anthony H. Evans 
RECESSIONAL 
Olympic Fanfare and Theme 
John Williams 
The Symphonic Bands 
The audience is requested to remain seated until the graduates, 
faculty and platform party have exited. 
AUDIENCE NOTES 
Personnel from the Health Center and the Department of Public Safety 
are on duty to provide aid in the event of emergencies. In addition, 
ambulance service will be available between 4:00 and 8:00 p.m. The 
ambulance and the crew of emergency medical technicians will be 
stationed at the rear of the Health Center, behind the platform. 
GIFTS AND MEMORABILIA 
The Bookstore will be open today from 1:00 to 5:30 p.m. The Bookstore 
is located to the west of the Creative Arts Building. 
Three Information tables have been set up near the sidewalks adjacent 
to the parking lots—near the gymnasium, by the turn-around at the 
main entrance and near the Visual Arts building. Staff will be able to 
answer questions concerning the receptions and the ceremony. 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
Guests wishing to take photographs and video recordings during the 
ceremony are invited to do so. A marked area near the platform has 
been designated for that purpose. Please do not block the view of 
others or linger in that area after you have photographed your 
graduate. 
PRESENTATION OF THE GRADUATES 
As the graduates' names are read, each student will cross the stage. A 
professional photographer will photograph each graduate at that time. 
Order of presentation: Masters' candidates from the Schools of 
Business and Public Administration, Education, Humanities, Natural 
Sciences, and Social and Behavioral Sciences wUl be called first. The 
undergraduates will follow in alphabetical order. 
RECESSIONAL 
The Recessional requires the cooperation of both graduates and 
audience. To enable the Recessional line to keep moving and to avoid a 
major congestion problem, the audience is asked to remain seated until 
all graduates have left the seating area. The graduates will follow the 
faculty and the platform party east to the gymnasium, at which time 
they will disperse. There will be time to take additional pictures before 
the graduates turn in caps and gowns at the tables in front of the 
gymnasium. 
REFRESHMENTS 
The CSUSB Alumni Association is selling soft drinks and snacks in four 
locations near the Commencement site. Proceeds wiU be used for 
student scholarships and the emergency student loan program. Please 
help us to recycle by putting the empty cans in "recycle" containers. 
RESTROOMS 
There are twelve portable restrooms located immediately behind the 
bleachers. 
SA^OKINC 
No smoking is permitted during the ceremony. 
Portable telephones are available for your use. They are located between 
the Commons and the Student Union. 
Bottled drinking water is available, free of charge, from twenty-seven 
dispenser stands placed in convenient locations around the campus. 
COMMENCEMENT NOTES 
THE UNIVERSITY MACE 
The university mace is a ceremonial symbol of authority carried in 
academic processions at commencements and convocations. 
Originating in the Middle Ages, it once was a formidable weapon, 
held ready to protect the person of dignity. 
The university mace was designed and fashioned by Mark 
Petherbridge, BA, Art, 1985, with technical supervision from Roger 
Lintault, professor of art. The head of the mace, cast in silicon 
bronze through the traditional lost wax process, bears the logotype 
of the university on the crest, surrounded by symbols of education. 
The shaft is constructed of rosewood, chosen for its rich color, and 
trimmed with laminated maple strips. The mace, including the 
bronze tip, is approximately 27 inches long. 
THE ACADEMIC DRESS 
Academic ceremonies with their gowns, mortarboards, tassels, hoods 
and maces are colorful traditions handed down from European 
universities of the Middle Ages. The first organized institutions of 
learning took form during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, 
generally under the jurisdiction of the church. Academic regalia, as 
we know it today, has evolved from the robes, hoods and caps worn 
mainly for warmth in unheated buildings by the clerics, monks and 
priests who were the first students. 
United States universities now have standardized the academic 
regalia so that its features are common throughout the country. The 
gown is ordinarily black for academic degrees. The pattern of the 
sleeves varies with the degree held: pointed sleeves for the 
bachelor's degree, short sleeves for the master's degree and round 
full sleeves for the doctor's degree. The bachelor's and master's 
gowns have no trimmings. The doctor's gown is faced down the 
front with black velvet and three bars of the same material across 
the sleeves. The color of the velvet on the sleeves also could be the 
color of the subject in which the degree was earned. 
The hood usually is not worn for the bachelor's degree. The 
master's hood is shorter and lacks the panels of the doctor's hood. 
The silk lining of the hood bears the colors of the institution from 
which the individual was graduated. The velvet binding or edging 
of the hood designates the academic major in which the wearer has 
taken his or her degree. 
The field of study is indicated by the color of the velvet facing on the 
hood of all master's and doctor's degree holders. The brown chevron 
and the blue lining on the master's hood depict the colors of 
California State University, San Bernardino. 
RELDS OF STUDY FOR THE MASTERS' DEGREES 
OFFERED AT CSUSB 
Biology Science Gold 
Business Administration Taupe 
Criminal Justice Citron 
Education Light Blue 
Educational Administration Light Blue 
English Composition White 
HealthServicesAdministration Salmon 
Mathematics Gold 
National Security Studies Citron 
Psychology Citron 
Public Administration Peacock Blue 
Rehabilitation Counseling Light Blue 
Social Sciences Citron 
Social Work Citron 
Traditional color trimmings for a doctor's hood include: 
Doctor of Business Drab 
Doctor of Education Light Blue 
Doctor of Philosophy Dark Blue 
Doctor of Fine Arts Brown 
Doctor of Music Pink 
Class of 1991: Students eligible to participate in the 1991 Commence­
ment ceremony are the December 1990 and March 1991 graduates 
and the June, September and December 1991 candidates for degrees. 
Graduation with Honors: Honors at graduation are awarded to 
undergraduate students in three classifications based upon all 
courses taken at California State University, San Bernardino and 
other institutions of higher learning. The minimum grade-point 
averages for recognition are: Honors, 3.5; High Honors, 3.75; and 
Highest Honors, 3.9. June 1991 candidates for degrees are listed with 
honors as based upon their grade-point averages at the conclusion of 
the winter quarter. Departmental honors awarded by the student's 
major department are indicated by a A symbol. 
Phi Kappa Phi: In recognition of outstanding academic achievement, 
students graduating in the top 10 percent of their class are invited to 
join The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi. This national honorary 
society recognizes and encourages superior scholarship in all 
academic disciplines. Membership in The Honor Society of Phi 
Kappa Phi is indicated by a • symbol. 
HDJ^ORS CORDS 
Both Phi Kappa Phi members and students who have earned 
university honors through June are eligible to wear honors cords as a 
special mark of the distinction they have achieved. 
Photographs: The University Relations Office has arranged for a 
commercial photographer to take pictures of each graduate crossing 
the stage. 
The students listed herein were candidates for the degrees indicated 
when the Commencement program was printed; this is not an official 
degree list. Diplomas will be issued to those who successfully 
complete all requirements. Inquiries about your listing should be 
directed to an evaluator in the Admissions Office (714) 880-5201. 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Scott L. Anderson 
Joan M. Bain 
Allan H. Beeber 
Susan Lori Bell 
Linda A. Bidaki 
Julie Bobinger 
Kathryn H. Brown 
Laura Lee Brown 
Christopher C. Bryans 
Lee Ann Bundy 
John A. Carville 
Tena L. Cessna 
Tae-Wook Chun 
Cathi-Sue D. Cleveland 
Tamara J. Cline 
Diane Waples Colonelli 
Vicki L. Conover 
Dyson W. Cox 
John R. Cuevas 
Michael James Delehant 
Michael Samuel Devaney 
Carol E. Doucette 
V. Kay Downer 
Deborah Sue Downing 
Julie Sotelo Eastman 
Raed Yousef El-Araj 
Laura K. Elgin 
Ben Faydock 
Laurie Fish 
Gail A. Blathers 
Sunny J. Fletcher 
Michelle K. Fraizer 
Teresa A. Gilbert 
Teresa A. Gomez 
Cheryl L. Grizzell 
Claudia Gross 
Sherrie L. Guerrero 
Sandra L. Hagen 
Jeanne Denice Haley 
Carol Britton Halliman 
Jane E. Harproff 
Rosalee Harris 
Frieda K. Heim 
Susan A. Henley 
Patricia A. Hill 
Beverly J. Hines 
Vicki E. Holliday 
Natalie Hutchinson 
Annie Imlay-Spangler 
Amanda Lisa Ivanoff 
Judith Burns Jacobson 
Julianna Kathryn Jones 
Ivy Kaufhold 
Debbie L. Kaufman 
Robert S. Keane 
Lorraine D. Keams 
Christian Jakob Knapp 
Steven R. Koeller 
Marilyn Lanier 
Norma Jean Larson 
Rebecca J. Lawless 
Dennis R. Lee 
Douglas F. Lewis 
Sandra D. Lewis 
Trixie A. Lingo 
William Lundquist 
Jan M. Mack 
Cheryl Marino 
Joyce M. Marshall 
Sue Anne Maxinoski 
Caron M. McAfee 
Earlene L. McCoy 
Don S. McCusker 
Julia Meeker-Petry 
Loel M. Meredyth 
Janine Marie Monahan 
Amy Kathleen Morrett 
Ned-Louise Mosteller 
Mary Alice Mower 
Pamela M. Newlin 
Betty A. Nolan 
Virginia M. North 
Rosemary O'Keefe 
Evelyn A. O'Prey 
Karin Marie Oesterlein 
Tamara L. Olaivar 
Mary T. Orlando 
Rhea Y. Owen 
Anita M. Perry 
Douglas Loren Pruitt 
Linda A. Relph 
R. Lawrence Rippee 
Lynn Marie Rosenfelder 
Paula S. Rowan 
Christopher F. Saulpaugh 
Suzanne M. Shaw 
Barbara Abrams Simmons 
Sandra Lee Simpson 
Elizabeth E. Smith 
Colleen Kim Sparlin 
Jacqueline Ann Spencer 
Susan K. Spray 
Marie C. Stortz 
Brice Chad Sunderland 
Julie G. Surani 
Michael A. Tanner 
Janis G. Taylor 
Randall D. Taylor 
Heike W. Thompson 
Barbara L. Thornbury 
James Turner 
William C. Van Patten 
Donna M. Venardos 
James F. Versteeg, Jr. 
Tamara S. Watson 
Caryn L. White 
Juanita Woss Wielenga 
Vita Willett 
Deborah Huntting Wood 
Julie Elena Wyatt 
8 
Bachelor of Arts 
LaDonna L. Aalborg, Art 
Fiona Jacqualine Abbott, Liberal Studies ' 
Wilfredo M. Abejo, Political Science 
Alaa Abouhaseira, Administration 
Earl Aboytes, Economics 
Sonia G. Aceres, Administration 
Deana Louise Ackley, Liberal Studies 
Scott David Ackley, Administration 
Gabriel Luis Acosta, Art 
William G. Adamaitis, Mathematics 
Cynthia A. Adams, Administration 
Guy Louis Adams, Liberal Studies 
Jason A. Adams, Art 
Melissa Anne Adams, Economics, Honors A 
Troy C. Adams, Administration 
William Mark Adams, Music 
Angela Alane Adrian-Conn, Liberal Studies 
Rhapsody L. Agamao, Administration 
Marisa Lynn Aguirre, Administration 
Herman L. AhSue, Histori/ 
Robert A. Ahrendt, Administration 
Nabil Ali Al-Dhobee, Administration 
Ismail A. Al-Farooque, Administration 
Tarek Saad Al-Nafjan, Administration 
Ali Mohamed Hussein Al-Shabani, Administration 
Mahmood Yahya Al-Thahli, Administration 
Susan E. Albano, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Harvey C. Albert, Histon/ 
Shaun M. Albin, Administration 
Camarey Yvette Albiso, Liberal Studies 
Roel Aleman, Administration 
Lynn Alexander, Liberal Studies 
Elizabeth Anne Alfred, Art 
Osama A. Alkooheji, Administration 
Thomas William Allan, Administration 
Jane Katherine Allen, Psychology 
Kelly Bennett Allen, Administration 
Shauna Diane Allison, Liberal Studies 
Mitchell C. Aim, Criminal Justice 
Jerry M. Almendarez, Administration 
Gary W. Almond, Administration 
Mohamed H. Alseghyer, Administration 
Ana Patricia Alvarez, Spanish 
Deborah Antoinette Amato, Social Sciences 
Clay M. Ambrose, Sociology 
Ali-A Amiri, Administration 
Carol L. Anderson, Liberal Studies 
Dennis J. Anderson, Economics 
George E. Anderson, Administration 
Karen L. Anderson, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Lori Ann Williams Anderson, Liberal Studies 
Scott L. Anderson, Political Science, Honors • 
Victoria Lynn Anderson, Psychology 
Jeffry D. Angelo, Communication 
Todd Wilshire Anton, LListory 
Yamamoto Aoi, Administration 
Ina L. Aranguren, Liberal Studies 
Daniel L. Archuleta, Administration 
Cheryl Ann Argentine, Liberal Studies 
Gene Charles Argentine, Administration 
Januar Arief, Administration 
Manuel J. Armendarez, Jr., Criminal Justice 
Ronald Garry Armijo, Mathematics 
• DEPARTMENTAL HONOR — 
• PHI KAPPA PHI 9 
Douglas S. Arnold, Liberal Studies 
Luzelena Arzagu, Liberal Studies 
Iraj Ashabi, Administration 
Michael V. Ashbaker, Art 
John Paul Ashton, Administration 
Margaret Jane Ashworth, English 
Chris Astorga, Administration 
Nanci Hewitt Atchley, Liberal Studies 
Jocelyn Victoriano Atil, Administration 
Sandra T. Auer, Psychology 
Michael E. Ault, Economics 
Richard Hugh Austin, Administration 
William Benjamin Avera, Geography 
Bernard Christopher Averbeck, Administration 
Mary Louise Rios Avila, Liberal Studies 
Michael Gene Avriette, Psychology 
Leneice Marie Axup, Liberal Studies 
Catherine Camille Ayres, Administration 
Maria Loretta C. Azurin, Biology 
Cecelia E. Baca-Cox, Mathematics 
Teresa M. Baca, Liberal Studies 
Rima M. Badawiya, Political Science, Honors 
Elise Maria Bail, Administration 
Lisa Vidaure Bailey, Liberal Studies 
Joan Marie Bain, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Karl Roger Bakenhus, Geography 
Donna L. Baker, Human Development 
Victoria Sue Baker, Administration 
Danilo Aguila Baladad, Jr., Biology 
Denise Elaine Baldwin, Liberal Studies 
Barbara Michelle Bales, Administration 
Pamela A. Ballard, Liberal Studies 
Tanja L. Ballinger, Psychology A 
John George Bangert, Administration 
Catherine Mary Courser Banker, Criminal Justice 
Stephen R. Barash, Administration 
Sheryin Baravilala, Liberal Studies 
Manuel J. Barba, Social Sciences 
Michael Anthony Barboza, Administration 
Peter Joseph Barend, Political Science 
Renee Elena Barglowski, Economics 
Judith A. Barkman, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Barkmeyer, Music 
Sheri Diane Barlow, Liberal Studies 
Frank Stein Barnes, Liberal Studies 
Leigh Anne Barnes, Liberal Studies 
Sandra Lee Barnett, Psychology 
Nancy Barnicoat, Administration 
Deanna Dale Barrie, Psychology 
John Daniel Barringer, Administration 
Elaine Ellen Barter, Art 
Helen Bartlett, Special Major 
Albert J. Basile, Administration 
Peter Christian Batchkoff, Administration 
Valerie Beauregard, Criminal Justice 
Wendy Tomiko Beck, Liberal Studies 
Cheryl Sonali Beckner, Biology 
Laura Lynne Beeman, Administration 
Ladonna Walters Behm, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Daniel Jon Belden, Administration 
Arrianne Marie Rose Bell, Psychology 
Jared E. Bell, Communication 
Katherine E. Bell, Psychology 
Paulette Bell, Administration 
Richard B. Bell, Jr., Administration 
Q 
Susan L. Bell, Liberal Studies • 
Darcy M. Bennett, Administration 
Jennifer Suzanne Bennett, Administration 
Mary Ann Bennett, French 
Desiree A. Benoit, Administration 
Lisa Renee Benson, Psychology 
Sean Christopher Benson, Administration 
Daniel Adam Berens, Communication 
Richard Allan Berg, Psychology A 
Ton! Allise Berg, Liberal Studies 
Paula Michelle Berger, Special Major 
Rosemary Bermudez, Liberal Studies 
Robert Paul (Gus) Bernacchi, Administration 
Patricia Maciel Bernaga, Spanish 
Christine Berry, Liberal Studies 
Robyn Bethea, Human Services 
Alejandro Bey, Political Science 
Patricia Avellino Bice, Liberal Studies 
Andrea Beth Biczo, Liberal Studies 
Linda A. Bidaki, Psychology, Honors • 
Jennifer Lynn Bilyeu, Administration 
Robin Elaine Bishop, Geography 
Daunshari Black-Wong, Administration 
Rosemary Black, Chemistry 
Janet Louise Black, Psychology 
Patricia Ann Blackburn, Liberal Studies 
Stephanie Alexis Blair, English 
Paige Strauss Blake, Liberal Studies 
Sharon Ann Blake, Social Sciences 
Patricia Blakely-Tenhagen, Liberal Studies 
Suzy Mayumi Blanchard, Administration 
Gayle Blauer, Liberal Studies 
Terry J. Bloom, Political Science 
Brenda Louise Boatman, Communication 
Graciela Bobadilla, Liberal Studies 
Julia Marianne Boehmer Bobinger, Biology, Honors • 
Bret S. Boettcher, Administration 
Robert Drake Boggioni, Administration 
Laura Rene Boldt, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Julie Anne Bolock, Administration 
Judith G. Bondar, Art 
Linda L. Bonham, Administration, Honors 
Kathleen A. Bonine, Anthropology, Honors 
Jon Fredrick Bonvillain, Administration 
Barbara J. Boozell, Special Major 
John Bortscheller, Administration 
Amy Suzann Bott, Liberal Studies 
Laura Ann Boucher, Administration 
Stacy Marie Bowles, Liberal Studies 
Janece Donnelle Boyd, Liberal Studies 
Nancy Ann Boyd, Administration 
Margaret A. Boydell, Liberal Studies 
Alfred Boyer, Jr., Anthropology 
Laurey L. Boyer, Liberal Studies 
Shari Lynne Bradley, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia A. Bramley, Psychology 
Kathleen Gail Branch, Human Services 
Sunday Gayle Branch, Human Services 
Barry Douglas Brandon, Administration 
Charlotte Taylor Brannigan, Liberal Studies 
Kevin F. Branson, Administration 
Jeannie L. Brechbiel, Liberal Studies 
Karan Michelle Breda-Carter, Sociology 
Michael P. Brehm, Administration 
Jeffrey Paul Breit, Communication 
Kimberly Ann Brewer, Communication 
Renee Kay Brickman, Liberal Studies 
Erica Armer Brindle, Eizglish 
Bradley John Brinegar, Administration 
Elaine Elizabeth Brinker, Liberal Studies 
Tara L. Brixius, Geography 
Lori Carol Broderick, Human Development 
Carrie L. Bronson, Sociology • 
Leila H. Brooks, Administration 
Georgina Brougham-Lacey, Liberal Studies 
Carol Laura Brown, Liberal Studies 
Darren R. Brown, History 
Felicia Ann Brown, Psychology 
Kathryn H. Brown, Liberal Studies • 
Laura Lee Brown, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Mitzie A. Brown, Psychology 
Paulette Denice Brown, English 
Robert Bruce Brown, History 
Tracey Brown, Liberal Studies 
Janet Cae Brownbridge, Liberal Studies 
Melissa Jean Brownell, Liberal Studies 
Robert Harold Brownlee, English 
Mary Carolyn Brubaker, Liberal Studies 
Beverly J. Brule, Music 
Monica Eilleen Brule, Administration 
Christopher L. Bryans, History • 
Craig Bernard Bryant, Sociology 
Mattie Florence Bryant, Sociology 
Sean Yvette Bryant, Criminal Justice 
Melody L. Bumstead, Liberal Studies 
Alfred Bunda, Administration 
Lee Ann Bundy, Administration, Honors • 
Victoria M. Burcham, Administration 
William Stephen Burdette, Psychology 
Kurt W. Burger, English 
Cindy G. Burgess, Liberal Studies 
Philip G. Burgos, Administration 
Timothy T. Burkart, Administration 
Jean R. Burlager, Administration 
Carol Anne Burleson, Liberal Studies 
Linda J. Burton-Hervey, Social Sciences A 
Janet Knox Burton, Liberal Studies 
Darren Bush, Economics 
Emanuel Butler, Jr., Administration 
Joyce A. Byers, Liberal Studies 
Stacey Eloise Caddel, Liberal Studies 
Ramona Aide Garcia Cadena, Liberal Studies 
Sonia Caez, Spanish 
Monica Anne Calavitta, Liberal Studies 
Rose Mary (Johnson) Calhoun, Liberal Studies 
Samantha Rae Call, Liberal Studies 
Gloria Jean Calvillo, Psychology 
Carol Ann Macias Camacho, Liberal Studies 
Robert Roy Campbell, II, Political Science 
Robin Rhodes Campbell, Psychology, Highest Honors 
Jerry W. Campfield, History 
"T" A Campista-Reger, Liberal Studies 
Gwendolyn G. Cannell, Spanish 
Lance Thomas Capel, Administration 
Willard Capen, Administration 
Carol Ann Caporuscio, Administration A 
Steven E. Capps, Psychology, Honors 
Kathleen M. Carbaugh, Liberal Studies 
Betty Jean Carcamo, Art 
Valerie Eileen Card, Liberal Studies 
Tara L. Carlon-Hadden, Sociology 
Elaine Mary Carlson, Human Development 
Rhonda Lynn Carlson, Liberal Studies 
Rick E. Carner, Liberal Studies 
James M. Carney, Jr., Administration A 
Mary Martha Carranza, Administration 
Sara V. Carranza, Liberal Studies 
Beatrice Carrasco, Liberal Studies 
Elena T. Carrasco, Economics 
Kori L. Carrasco, Psychology 
Kelly A. Carroll, Administration 
Sharon Odom Carson, Liberal Studies 
Diana Mata Carter, Liberal Studies 
Kelly Ann Carter, Administration 
Norman D. Carter, Jr., Political Science 
Olivia Clara Carter, Sociology 
Randall Scott Cartmill, Geography 
Anthony J. Caruso, Economics 
Scott Thomas Carver, History 
John A. Carville, Psychology, High Honors • 
Philip B. Casdorph, Administration 
Sandra Louise Case, Psychology 
Steven Roy Caseley, Liberal Studies 
George Brendan Casey, Liberal Studies 
Kim Renee Casey, Administration 
Johnnie Sue Cash, Spanish 
Philip Anthony Cassadey, Psychology 
Jane P. Cassidy, Liberal Studies 
Lisa Rae Cassinelli, Psychology 
Mireille Charlette Castan, Psychology 
Evelina Castaneda, Liberal Studies 
Jesus Castaneda, Psychology 
Jose Cruz Castro, Sociology A 
Maria E. Cathcart, Liberal Studies 
Frances Valtierra Caudillo, Liberal Studies 
Delia Celentano, Liberal Studies 
Nicole Marie Cerwin, Communication 
Theresa Marie Cesari, Psychology 
Tena Lovice Cessna, Psychology, Honors • 
Moses Andrew Chalmers, III, Liberal Studies 
Naomia Bell Chambers, Social Sciences 
R. Byron Chambers, History, Honors 
Yvonne Amelia Chamois, Communication 
Cinthia C. Chan-Bryant, Administration 
Su-Yuan Chan, Administration 
Patricia M. Chance, Liberal Studies 
Julyus Chandra, Biology 
Gene F. Chaney, Administration 
Janice May Chang, Liberal Studies 
Daphne Jeanne Chargualaf, Administration 
Joan E. Charron, Sociology 
Stacey Cecile Chartier, Administration 
Ganh Chau, Administration 
Mary Beth Chavez, Liberal Studies 
Roberta Chavez, Sociology 
Tammy Camille Cheatham, Liberal Studies 
Kalai Selvan Chengodam, Administration 
Rodney Carl Cherland, Biology 
Trudy Dorene Cherry, Psychology 
Chris M. Childress-Sebba, Administration A 
Idalia R. Chishiki, Liberal Studies 
Susan Elise Choiniere, Administration 
Arlene T. Chung, Administration 
Eleanor Lucero Cisneros, Art 
Pamela Ciurczak, Liberal Studies 
y 
Kristen Lee Clair, Liberal Studies 
Laura Wendy Clark-Paolini, Administration 
Dean Clark, Administration 
Rebecca Francene Walsh Clark, Geography 
Victor Alan Claud, Political Science 
Cassandra Shna Clayton, Administration 
Paul Gordon Clayton, Administration 
Joseph Brownson Cleary, Criminal Justice 
David C. Clemens, Administration 
Carol Clement-Tonnies, Social Sciences 
Cathi-Sue Dianne Cleveland, Administration, High Honors 
Jennifer Dawn Cline, Liberal Studies 
Tamara Jean Cline, Psychology • 
Lori Thomas Clinton, Art 
Charles Randall Closson, Administration 
Michael W. Cloutier, Political Science 
Elizabeth Cochrane, Liberal Studies 
Tracy Lynn Cohen, Liberal Studies 
Alethia Faye Colclasure, Communication 
Margaret Wilson Cole, Liberal Studies 
Tonya Yvonne Cole, Psychology 
Gina Renee Coley, Liberal Studies 
Annette Renee Cecilia Collins, Liberal Studies 
Anton Collins, Art 
Jeffrey Richard Collins, Economics • 
Mary Ellen V. Collins, Liberal Studies 
Sheryl Collins, Liberal Studies 
Terence Anthony Collins, Communication 
Diane Waples Colonelli, Communication, Honors • 
Steve Colton, Mathematics 
Terry J. Comnick, Sociology 
Vicki Lynn Conover, English, Honors • 
Janenne Mae Contaoi, Liberal Studies 
John Francis Conway, Jr., Psychology 
Connie Lee Cook, Administration 
Lisa Ann Cook, Administration 
Vivian Jennifer Cooke, Liberal Studies 
Bruce Melvyn Cooley, Jr., History 
Patrick Thomas Cooney, Political Science 
Rosetta Lorraine Cooper, Sociology 
Walter G. Cooper, Administration 
Sharon Lee Coppins, Administration 
Anne Marie Cordaro, Psychology, Honors 
Diana Veronica Cordova, Communication 
Tracey Irene Corea, Liberal Studies 
Rita Crystal Coronado, English 
Vivian Marie Corriveau, Liberal Studies 
Katherine Angela Costabile, Geography 
Amber K. Costello, Liberal Studies 
Damian Costilla, Art 
Linda S. Cotton, Communication 
Ginger Elizabeth Coulonge, Administration 
Antony Coulson, Administration 
Lucilio M. Couto, Administration A 
William Bernard Cowan, Administration 
John Barrett Cowie, Communication 
Julia Lissette Cox, Liberal Studies 
Mary Kathrine Cox, Liberal Studies 
Natalie Ann Cox, Liberal Studies 
Barbara Jean Coy, Liberal Studies 
Connie Crain, English 
Stephen J. Cramer, Sr., Administration 
Jessica Jeneth Crichlow, Administration 
Edward Girard Crosby, Administration 
Sharol Anne Crosby, Liberal Studies 
Janet Mnrie Crowley, Psychology 
Valanna Teririe Crum, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Eddie L. Cummings, III, Administration 
Sarah C. Cunkelman, Anthropology 
James Joseph Curtis, Geography 
Susan Diane Curtis, Psychology 
Karen Elizabeth Cutter, Liberal Studies 
Catherine Rose Dabney, Liberal Studies 
lonna Joanna Dallas, Liberal Studies 
Anne S. Dameron, Psychology 
Todd Christopher Daniels, Administration 
Romilson Nery Dantas, Administration 
Victor P. Danzo, Administration 
Bobbi Jean Darrow, Biology 
Diane Lea Dashner, Liberal Studies 
Kathleen Roberta Daughrity, Liberal Studies 
Ann Marlena Davidson, Liberal Studies 
Lisa Chevalier Davidson, Political Science 
Virginia Davis-McHarry, Liberal Studies 
Carol Diane Davis, Sociology 
Jill Davis, Liberal Studies 
Linda Ann Davis, Economics • 
Tanya Elizabeth Davis, Administration 
Sherri Dawley, Administration 
Karen Dawson, Art 
Leticia Day, Spanish 
Victoria N. DeBiase, Psychology 
Bonnie Jo DeBolt, Liberal Studies 
William L. DeCoursey, Administration 
Stephanie Joann DeQuattro, Mathematics 
Darlene Carol DeWind, Liberal Studies 
Shannon Elizabeth Deam, Liberal Studies 
Marie S. Debello, Political Science 
Elizabeth Deermer, Liberal Studies 
Paul E. Degeere, Administration 
Christopher James Delaval, Political Science 
Patricia Michele Delesante, Communication 
Reyna M. Delgadillo, Psychology 
Katherine Shields Dempsey, English 
Michael Dennis, Criminal Justice 
Shelli Ann Dermer, Liberal Studies 
Marcia Jean Dery, Liberal Studies 
Billie Rae Deters, Liberal Studies 
Michael S. Devaney, History, Honors • • 
Kaye Lynne Dewar, French 
Darlene Dewoody, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Anita Kathryn Deyo, Psychology, Honors • 
Edward Dominic DiPaolo, Administration 
Sylvia Lorraine Diamond, Liberal Studies 
Francisco Diaz, Administration 
Jeffrey Michael Dibiase, Psychology, Honors 
Trisha A. Dietz, Human Services 
Trusella Dingle-Markham, Administration 
Joy G. Dingman, Liberal Studies 
Wessel Peter Dirksen, Biology • 
Denise Marleen Divine, Liberal Studies 
Carole O. Dockstader, Human Services 
Michael Patrick Dolinsky, Administration 
Cynthia N. Domingo, Sociology-Special Ethnic Studies 
Lucrecia Dominguez, Liberal Studies 
Daniel Edward Donati, Administration 
Mary Ann Mendez Dorado, Liberal Studies 
David Allen Doubravsky, Liberal Studies 
Carol Elizabeth Doucette, English, Honors • 
Lisa Marie Douma, Human Services 
Robin L. Douthit, Administration 
Vivian Kay Downer, Liberal Studies • 
Deborah Sue Downing, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Penny M. Drake, Communication 
Julie Ellen Drew, Communication 
Thomas G. Dreyer, Liberal Studies 
Thien N. Du, Chemistry 
Cherie Dynette Duchay, Administration 
Dawn Lorraine Duckworth, Sociology 
Sean P. Duffy, Art 
Jeanette Elaine Dufloth, Economics 
Jeri S. Duke, Liberal Studies 
Tharinia Shirell Dukes, Criminal Justice 
Dawn D. Dulin, Administration 
Christy L. Duncan, Administration 
Jason Christian Durham, Communication A 
Edward N. Durlak, Liberal Studies 
Connie Dz^kov, Liberal Studies 
Julie Sotelo Eastman, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Laura Lynn Eastman, Liberal Studies 
Scott Alan Eccles, Administration 
Jacqueline Marie Eden, Liberal Studies 
Adrian Justin Edwards, Administration 
Steven Marc Edwards, Psychology 
Susan Joy Edwards, History 
Douglas James Eeten, Administration 
Jimmy H. Eguchi, Administration 
Joya Elizabeth Eirew, Human Services 
Carol Ann Elam-Johnson, Liberal Studies 
Bruce Elerts, Administration, Honors • 
Laura K. Elgin, Social Science • 
Judith Lynn Elkins (Huelat), Liberal Studies 
Laura Elaine Ellien, Administration 
Cynthia L. Ellingson, Psychology 
Johnette Lopez Ellis, Liberal Studies 
Marcy Elowitz, Psychology 
Christine A. Endsley, Human Services 
John Carr Ensey, Administration 
David Thomas Epling, Geography 
Caroline Christine Epperson, Administration 
Rachel Therese Escobar, Psychology 
Maria Teresa De Jesus Espinoza, Criminal Justice 
Sue Ann Etherington, Administration 
Malek Fayez Fakhouri, Biology 
Eddie John Falch, Geography 
Roger D. Pansier, Criminal Justice 
Jonathan D. Farthing, III, Administration 
Tanya Rae Faulk, Psychology, Honors 
Mary Louise Faust, Political Science 
Frank Thomas Fazio, Criminal Justice 
Teresa A. Feger, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
"Jodi" Felicia Feldbush, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Marie Feliciello, Liberal Studies 
James Edmund Feller, Human Development 
Merrill Fergus, Liberal Studies 
Deborah Marie Ferguson, Liberal Studies 
Pierre Paul Ferland, Administration 
Rosa E. Fernandez, Administration 
Terri L. Ferritor, Special Major 
Lori Fikrle, Human Development 
Gary A. Finch, English 
Jamie Jean Fincher, Psychology 
Elizabeth E. Finn, Liberal Studies 
Laurie Fish, Environmental Studies • 
John Kenneth Fishbeck, Administration 
Q 
Dawn Catherine Fisher, Psychology 
Julie Ann Fisher, Administration 
Ted Fisher, Art 
John Anthony Fitch, Communication 
Nicola Joy Dustin Fitz, English 
Daniel R. Fix, Administration 
Gail Anne Flathers, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Sunny Jean Fletcher, Liberal Studies • 
Lebrac Fletes, Psychology 
Teresa Lyn Flick, Liberal Studies 
Duane Wesley Flory, Biology 
Thomas L. Flournoy, Sr., Administration 
Christy Lynn Flowers, Administration 
Gia Elaine Flowers, Liuman Services 
Tonia Antha Flowers, Psychology 
Patrick Joseph Flynn, Communication 
Richard Shawn Forrester, Administration 
Lonnie Jean Fowler, Liberal Studies 
Nicole Rae Frantz, Liberal Studies 
Maria A. Fraynd, Liberal Studies 
Fuji Freeasti, Administration 
Deborah Lynne Freeman, Administration 
Laurie Elizabeth Freese, Liberal Studies 
Hudson Sean Fremon, Communication 
Robin Ann Frey, Administration 
Jody L. Fricker, Criminal Justice 
Velda Friedman, Liberal Studies 
Kristina Marie Frigaard, Administration 
Joan Fruhwirth-Farkinson, Art 
Cynthia Dianne Gaastra, Liberal Studies 
Tamara L. Gabonay-Bert, Liberal Studies 
Fritz Herbert Gabriel, 111, Administration 
Maureen Hanover Gaffney, Liberal Studies 
Ross Rich Gagnon, Administration 
Gail Gainer, Administration 
Marvin A. Gaines, Administration 
Phalesia Lynn Gaines, Liberal Studies 
Sally Lynn Galindo, Liberal Studies 
Hope Margaret Gallardo, Liberal Studies 
Carlos H. Gallegos, Spanish 
Christine Ann Gallo, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia Marie Gamache, Psychology 
Jeanette Renee Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Lori S. Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Marco A. Garcia, Administration 
Maribel M. Garcia, Psychology 
Martha Cecelia Garcia, Psychology 
Phillip B. Garcia, Psychology 
Rachel Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Stephanie Elisa Garcia, English 
Suzanne F. Garcia, Liberal Studies 
Kathie Anne Garczynski, Liberal Studies 
Jacquelyn Faye Gardner, Liberal Studies 
Tracy Robin Gardner, French 
Gloria Garey, Human Development 
Karen S. Garinger, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Gail Garoutte, Administration 
Ronald Glen Garrett, Art 
Shannon Marc Garrett, Psychology 
Deann L. Garza, Liberal Studies 
Marc R. Gemmell, Administration 
Terry L. German, Art 
Amy Annette Gernes, Liberal Studies 
Jean 1. Gerth, Psychology 
K. Lynne Gettemy, Anthropology 
Bryan Kent Gibford, Liberal Studies 
Teresa Ann Gilbert, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Kristin Lee Gillard, History 
Mary Lynn Gillespie, Liberal Studies 
William H. Gillette, Liberal Studies 
Donald M. Gillis, Liberal Studies 
Silvano Joe Giordano, Administration 
Connie M. Gisi, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Debra Ann Givens, Geography 
Lewis W. Gividen, Administration 
Dawn Gleason, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Glover, Psychology 
Zandra J. Glover, Sociology 
Tracine Godfrey, Psychology 
Jon W. Godwin, History 
Marc Daniel Goldstein, Liberal Studies 
Gilbert Valenzuela Gonzales, Jr., Biology 
Martha R. Gonzales, Liberal Studies 
Nicholas Rodolfo Gonzales, Social Sciences 
Roseanne Rita Gonzales, History 
Stella Gonzales, Sociology 
Brent Allen Gonzalez, Administration 
J. Paul Gonzalez, Administration 
Margarita Gonzalez, Psychology 
Maria Guadalupe Gonzalez, Sociology 
Martha Lorena Gonzalez, Liberal Studies 
Carol Renae Gordon, Administration 
Joanna D. Gorsage, Political Science • 
Lisa Graham, Criminal Justice A 
Robert Lewis Graham, Administration 
Russell E. Graham, Liberal Studies 
Paul Christopher Granillo, History 
Sonya Thyla Granillo, Administration 
Terri Lynn Granville, Liberal Studies 
William J. Green, Criminal Justice 
Cynthia Greene, Social Sciences 
Michelle Renee Greer, Liberal Studies 
Kenneth C. Gregory, II, Special Major 
Christy Grimm, Liberal Studies 
Shannon Leigh Groh, Biology 
Claudia Gross, Psychology • 
Christopher J. Grover, Administration 
Daniel P. Grummett, English 
Linda M. Guernsey, Liberal Studies 
Sherrie Lynn Guerrero, Communication, Honors • A 
Linnette Guidera, Administration 
Michael J. Guinn, History 
Deborah M. Gunderson, Liberal Studies 
Kristine Lorraine Gunter, Sociology 
Katrina Ann Gutierrez, Art 
Rosa Maria Gutiierrez, Liberal Studies 
Laurie Ann Guy, English 
Michelle Guymon, Sociology 
Robert E. Gwizdala, Political Science 
Roberta Lynn Hadash, Liberal Studies 
Treena Haemmerle, Liberal Studies 
Elizabeth Anne Haffner, Liberal Studies 
Behrouz Halabian, Economics 
Mitchell Yee Halbreich, Administration 
Kimberley Marie Halcomb, Administration 
Angelia Marie Hale, Liberal Studies 
Christopher R. Hale, History 
Sheryl Lynn Haley, Administration 
James E. Hall, Jr., Administration 
Kelly A. Hall, Political Science 
Velora Jean Hall, Psychology, Honors A 
Virginia Sunden Hall, Liberal Studies 
Catherine Haller, Art 
W. Michael Haller, Biology 
Carol Britton Halliman, Social Sciences • 
Belen Antoinette Hamacher, Liberal Studies 
Cannie S. Hamilton, History 
Gerald Stephen Hamilton, Psychology 
Kristy Ann Hamilton, Liberal Studies 
Colleen Diane Hamm, Liberal Studies 
David Scott Hamm, Chemistry 
Melody M. Hancock, Environmental Studies 
Paula M. Haninger, Administration 
Juanita G. Hansen, Administration 
Lori Ann Hansen, Liberal Studies 
Steven Paul Hanson, Psychology A 
Joanne L. Stevens Hanson, Criminal Justice 
Jane E. Haproff, Philosophy/Economics, Honors A 
Dominic Armand Harbour, Administration 
Diane Stanford Harden, Mathematics 
Harold Zander Hardin, Psychology 
Frank L. R. Hare, Jr., Administration 
Trent William Harker, Administration 
Cynthia Ann Harmon, Social Sciences 
Kipp C. Harrington, Sociology 
Craig Jayson Harris, Administration 
Pamela Renee Harris, Administration 
Rosalee Harris, Liberal Studies • 
Julie Ann Harrison, Psychology, Honors 
Jason Wayne Harthun, Economics, High Honors A 
Carrie Sue Hartman, Art 
Diane Kimberly Hartman, Human Development 
Champee V. Hartwell, Administration 
Elizabeth Haselman, Liberal Studies 
Chikako Hashimoto, Chemistry 
Antoinette M. Haskins, Sociology 
Kimberly S. Hasko, Criminal Justice 
Waiss Amanullah Hasrat, Administration 
Cynthia L. Hassett, Liberal Studies 
Scott Blair Hassett, Liberal Studies 
Sachiko Hatta, Administration 
Gary J. Hattendorf, Sociology 
Deborah Lynn Hattox, Liberal Studies 
Billie-Joyce Hatzidakis, Art 
George Haugen, Jr., English 
Yu Haur-Fu, Administration 
Lorrie Sue Havens, Liberal Studies 
Jackie Michell Hawkins, Administration 
Judith Bernardette Hawkins, English, High Honors 
Stacia Dawn Hawkinson-Beach, Liberal Studies 
Scott David Hay, Psychology, High Honors A 
Audrey Ann Hayes, Liberal Studies 
Kimberly Renae Hayes, Psychology 
Gregory A. Hazzard, Biology 
Stephanie Michelle Headrick, Administration 
Daniel W. Heath, Administration 
Barbara Lynn Heck, Criminal Justice 
Tracy A. Heck, Criminal Justice 
Mary Meral Hedayi, Biology 
Frieda K. Heim, Psychology, Honors • 
Alejandro Berckholtz Heineberg, Administration 
Steven P. Heinig, Criminal Justice 
Cindy Marie Heintz, Administration 
Wendy Helberg, Liberal Studies 
Norman Clay Heller, Social Sciences 
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Susan Ann Henley, Psychology, Honors • 
Arthur Jay Henry, Liberal Studies 
Christine S. Henry, Liberal Studies 
Robert Dean Henshel, Administration 
Larry D. Hensley, Administration 
Socorro Villa Heredia, Spanish 
Suryadi T. Hermansyah, Administration 
Christine Marie Hernandez, Liberal Studies 
Linda Jean Hernandez, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Mark Anthony Hernandez, Administration 
Robert Hernandez, Jr., Administration 
Nelson Hersh, Liberal Studies 
Linda J. Hess, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer Linn Hesser, Liberal Studies 
Keeli Jo Hetzer, Communication 
Garrett Timothy Hichman, Administration 
Carla Hickey, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Jeffrey Edward Higelin, Administration 
Patricia Ann Hill, Psychology, Honors • 
Forrest K. Hillis, Liberal Studies 
Sheryl Kimberly Hillis, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Renee Hinesley, Political Science 
Teresa Terri E. Hoak, English 
Lesley Anne Hodges, Liberal Studies 
Theresa L. Hodson, English 
David Allan Hoekstra, Administration 
Jill Marie Hoffman, Human Development 
Jill Hoffmann, Psychology 
John R. Hoge, Liberal Studies 
Janine Holderness, Liberal Studies 
Steven Lee Holifield, Mathematics 
Kristin Stella Holladay, Communication 
Rhonda Ann Holland, Liberal Studies 
Vicki E. Holliday, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Michael Irvin Hollifield, Administration 
Kevin Onta Holloway, Administration 
George Wayne Holsapple, Communication 
Juliann Hom, Administration 
McKinley Hood, 111, Art 
Morris Ingram Hood, Criminal Justice 
Sonya Juanette Hooks, Political Science 
Kevin R. Horney, Sociology 
Kristie D. Horton, Liberal Studies 
Dean Allan Hoth, Economics 
Dale Allen Hoth, Economics 
Christine Louise Hough, Liberal Studies 
Lisa Faye Howerton, English 
Chia H. Hsiu, Administration 
Miao-Chuan Huang, Administration 
Beth Ann Huck, Administration, Honors 
Dawn Margaret Hudson, Administration 
Lance Allan Hughes, Liberal Studies 
Sandra G. Hughes, Psychology 
Charmin Lynette Humphrey, Administration 
Suzanne Hunter, Liberal Studies 
Sandra Laura Huston, Liberal Studies 
Natalie K. Hutchinson, Administration, High Honors • 
Suzanne N. Huynh, Administration 
Kenneth R. Ibarra, Administration 
Luis Angel Ibarra, Liberal Studies 
Khaola Ibrahim, Psychology 
Kristin Kay Ibrahim, Administration 
Scott Edward lliff, English 
Ann Imlay-Spangler, Biology • 
Tetsuya Inada, Administration 
Q 
Robert Michael Ingham, Anthropology 
Kenneth Phil Ingram, Spanish 
Lorena Velazquez Iniguez, Art 
Kathleen Dawn Irby, Liberal Studies 
Stephanie A. Irwin, Spanish 
Naomi Isa, Administration 
Kasuhiro Ito, Administration 
Meiyanto Ivan, Administration 
Abby B. Ivener, Liberal Studies 
Gary Kent Jackson, Art 
Mark L. Jackson, Environmental Studies 
Lon E. Jacobs, Criminal Justice 
Gary Scott Jacobson, Administration 
Steven A. Jahr, Economics 
Laurel Jamison, Liberal Studies 
Patrick Andrew Jankiewicz, English 
Frank Vincent Jansen, Music 
Tamara Lynn Jardine, Liberal Studies 
Snehal Jardosh, Administration 
Maria Celia Jasso, Social Sciences 
Melinda Sweeney Jauss, Liberal Studies 
Stephen Frederick Jayne, Environmental Studies 
Constance Rae Jensen, Music 
Julie K. Jensen, Liberal Studies 
Theresa M. Jiminez, Psychology 
Malla Jess Johanneck, Psychology 
Carol A. Johnson, Psychology 
Cristy D. Johnson, Liberal Studies 
Dava P. Johnson, Liberal Studies 
David Frank Johnson, Geography 
Deborah Ann Johnson, English, High Honors 
Deborah Kristel Johnson, Liberal Studies 
Diane G. Johnson, Social Sciences 
Elizabeth Ann Johnson, Liberal Studies 
Gerri N. Johnson, Administration 
Jeffrey Allen Johnson, Biology 
Marcia Ann Johnson, Biology 
Michelle Lynn Johnson, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Pamela Lynn Johnson, Communication 
Rachael Johnson, Administration 
Richard A. Johnson, II, Administration 
Scott Aaron Johnson, Social Sciences 
Shawn M. Johnson, History 
Stephanie G. Johnson, Administration 
Steve Armenta Johnson, Psychology A 
Timothy L. Johnson, Communication 
Jeffrey D. Johnston, Administration 
Lisa Tarice Johnston, Liberal Studies 
Paula L. Morgan Johnston, Psychology 
Paula Michelle Johnston, Liberal Studies 
Valerie Ann Jolly, English 
Edward Bernard Jones, Administration 
M. Joann Jones, Human Development 
J. Louise Jones, Liberal Studies 
Suzanne Elizabeth Jones, Sociology 
Tammi Annette Jones, Administration 
Karen Denise Jordan, Liberal Studies 
Michael Jordan, Criminal Justice 
Jamie Jill Jorgenson, Humanities 
Dawn M. Joseph-Andersen, Sociology 
William B. Judd, Criminal Justice 
Hung Jung-Tsun, Administration 
Jeffrey Paul Kabel, Communication 
Thad H. Kado, Administration 
Peggy Ellen Kahle, English, Honors 
Marc D. Kardos, History 
Nancy Leah Karpoff, Human Development 
James Maina Kathanga, Administration 
Ivy Lynn Kaufhold, Liberal Studies, High Honors • 
Debbie Lynn Kaufman, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Diane L. Kaufman, Liberal Studies 
Takao Kawazoe, Administration 
Steve Eric Kaye, Communication 
Farida Kazemi, Psychology 
Brian D. Keith, Administration 
Liane J. Keith, Communication 
Charlotte B. L. Keller, Biology 
Carol Colleen Kelley, Psychology 
Eric A. Kelly, Administration 
Francina Ann Kelly, Criminal Justice 
Freda J. Kelly, History, High Honors A 
Janine Lewis-Kemp, Administration 
Balbina M. Kendall, Liberal Studies 
Jill L. Kendrick, Political Science 
Susan Lianne Kenline, Special Major 
Lisa Claire Kennedy, Administration 
Philip Kesuma, Administration 
Sanjay Khandelwal, Administration 
Jeanie Martin Kieley, Psychology A 
Rosanna L. Kieru, Liberal Studies 
Yeun Soo Kim, Administration 
Gale A. Kimberly, Communication 
Tammy Lynn Kimmel, Psychology 
Kemper Ben Kinchen, Administration 
Kathleen Michelle Kinderman, Liberal Studies 
Darlene A. King, Liberal Studies 
Deborah Anderson King, Theatre Arts 
Geni Elizabeth King, Liberal Studies 
Grace King, Administration, Honors A 
Thomas F. Kirby, Political Science 
Joseph W. Kirschbaum, History, High Honors A 
Evangelina Klawitter, Liberal Studies 
Joanne Mae Klein, English 
Christian Lee Kleszewski, Administration 
Jacqueline Marie Klot, Liberal Studies 
Pauline R. Knatlich, Psychology 
Christian Jakob Knapp, History • 
Janet Louise Knauer, Political Science A 
Milan Knezovich, 11, Administration 
R. Ann Knickerbocker, Communication 
Thomas Louis Knipper, Criminal Justice 
Victoria Mae Knoop, Administration 
Joyce Knox, Liberal Studies 
Anton Kodra, 111, Administration 
Laurie Jeanne Koehler, Communication, Honors 
Richard Damian Kontra, Communication 
Marlyn Rae Kresge, Sociology 
Deborah C. Kring, Administration 
Eric Alan Kritz, Political Science 
Chari Kaye Kroeplin, Communication 
Andrew J. Kubitza, Music 
Carlynd Kay Kuhlmann, Psychology 
Aaron Royce Kumlin, Social Sciences 
William S. Kuna, Administration 
Mary 1. Kurtz, English 
Connie Leigh Kuykendall, Liberal Studies 
Lau Hung Kwok, Administration 
Jon Michael Kyle, Biology 
Jennifer Caron-Mee Lacantora, Liberal Studies 
Kendra Lenay Lacey, Psychology 
Susan Michele Lackey, Liberal Studies 
Jeanne Marie Lahey, Psychology 
Perlene Ann Lake, Liberal Studies 
Mildred Louise Duvall LaMay, English 
Silvana Marie Lamay, Psychology 
Cynthia Louise Lamb, Biology 
Maria Eileen Lamb, Social Sciences 
Michael Thomas Landa, Administration 
Mary Helen Landero, Liberal Studies 
Sonja R. Landis, Human Services 
John Patrick Lane, Psychology 
Monica Louise Razo Lara, Liberal Studies 
Jay A. Lariviere, Geography 
Angela Patricia Larke, Psychology 
Sheryl Marie Larkin, Liberal Studies 
David Ernest Larson, Liberal Studies 
Janice Pigott Larson, Art, Honors 
Paula J. Larson, Administration 
Denise Eileen LaRue, Liberal Studies 
Donald Brian Lasater, Liberal Studies 
Christine Elizabeth Lattimer, Spanish, Highest Honors 
Lauw Andry Laurianto, Administration 
Peng Law, Administration 
Kristin Lynn Lawrence, Liberal Studies 
Ingrid C. Lawson, Administration 
Roberta Layman, Liberal Studies 
Khozette Eve Atil Layon, Administration 
Joel Layton, Administration 
Karen C. LeSassier, Administration 
Yvonne Le, Administration 
Nick Leachman, Administration 
Dorena Leak, Administration 
David], Ledesma, Administration 
Debra Kay Rachal Ledford, Psychology • 
Samuel Michael Ledford, Jr., Administration 
Colleen K. Lee, Liberal Studies 
Lita Velez Lee, Anthropology 
Pamela Rene Lee, Liberal Studies 
Sandra Eugenia Leenerts, English 
Anna Maria Lemos, Liberal Studies 
Kay Frances Lemos, English 
Nancy Dutton Lemos, Liberal Studies 
Kimberly Lenoir, Criminal Justice 
Richard A. Leon, Art 
Becky R. Leonard, Administration 
Karen Louise Leonard, Liberal Studies 
Claudia Lia Lerner, Liberal Studies 
Gary Craig Levin, Administration 
Robyn Michelle Lewis-Cooper, Sociology 
Gussie Mae Lewis, Sociology 
Karla Jean Lewis, Liberal Studies 
Larry Sheldon Lewis, Criminal Justice 
Paula J. Lewis, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Robert B. Lewis, Administration 
Craig Steven Ley, Administration 
Gloria Melendez Licon, Liberal Studies 
Ann Cunningham Licona, Histoiy 
Karen Elizabeth Lincoln, Administration 
Trixie Lingo, English, High Honors • 
Tim A. Liossis, Administration 
Carol Jean Littlefield, Liberal Studies 
Susan Livingston, Psychology 
Mary Lobeck, Liberal Studies 
Linda Marlene Loch, Liberal Studies 
Roberta Peeters Lockwood, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Lacey Shawn Loe, Communication 
Erika Dawn Logan, English 
Lauren Leigh Lonborg, Liberal Studies 
Pamela Sugino Long, English 
Tammy Long, Liberal Studies 
Kathryn Ann Loomis, Psychology 
Cecilia Lopez-Henderson, Administration 
Enrique Robert Lopez, Economics 
Giselle Edith Lopez, Sociology 
Harry M. Lopez, Liberal Studies 
Maria Elena Lopez, Psychology 
Michelle Kearney Lopez, Communication 
Margaret Lillian Lorkowski, Liberal Studies 
Robert Everett Lovas, Administration 
Tanya L. Love, Administration 
Andrew Jack Loverde, English 
Cameron Nicholas Piers Lovett, History A 
Lynn Lee Lowe, Liberal Studies 
Carla Marie Molner Lowery, Administration 
Douglas Arthur Lowrie, Administration 
Cassandra Elaine Luben, Psychology 
Timothy Luff, Liberal Studies 
Guadalupe R. Lujan, Administration 
Dino Francisco Luna, Political Science 
Stacey Marie Lund, Communication 
Tamara J. Lundy, Art 
Curtis Jason Luther, Administration 
Nhu T. Ly , Chemistry 
Maiy Lynn Lyles, English 
Jody Kay Lynch, Administration 
Ruth G. Lyons, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Suzanne Brindell Lytsell, Liberal Studies 
Melanie Macdonald, Liberal Studies 
Lola De Julio De Maci, Liberal Studies 
Robert Eugene Maddox, Administration 
Tatsuya Maeno, Administration 
Supaluk Mahaguna, Art 
Mary Katherine Mahoney-Griffis, English 
Valerie Anne Maijala, English 
Michael Carroll Main, Administration 
Gloria Makholm, Economics A 
Lome Mandleman, Administration 
Margie Lynn Pacheco Mangiapelo, Art 
Joann Mantzoros, Psychology 
Thomas Owen Maples, English 
Richard E. Mar, Administration 
Jennifer Jane Mara, Liberal Studies 
Aaron Marcarelli, English 
Laura Therese Marcinkowski, Liberal Studies 
Wayne Ken Marcum, Administration 
Sylvia H. Marin, Administration 
H. Duane Marlatt, Political Science 
Kim E. Marlowe-Finch, Communication 
Victor Ray Marquez, Administration 
James M. Marshall, Liberal Studies 
Joyce Marie Marshall, Administration, • 
Carol Ann Martin, Liberal Studies 
Craig Lee Martin, History 
Kecia Renae Martin, Administration 
Leanne Williams Martin, Liberal Studies 
Linda J. Martin, Criminal Justice A 
Tram Rambo Martin, Administration 
Anita A. Martinez, Liberal Studies 
Anita Isabel Martinez, Liberal Studies 
David A, Martinez, Administration 
Renea D. Martinez, Administration 
Vasilios G. Marutsos, Administration 
Julie Ann Masek, Psychology 
Nayyar S. Masih, Administration 
Jafar Masjedi, Political Science 
Lynnette Loanne Mason, Psychology 
Rene Joanne Masterson, Biology 
Jane Louise MatJiews, Psychology, Honors 
Donna Lynne Maury, Social Sciences 
Suzanne Mayes, Liberal Studies 
Rodolfo Mayorga, Jr., Administration 
Jeffrey Lee Mays, Efiglish 
Deborah Nicole Mazzei, Communication 
Michael Walter McAdams, English 
Mary M. McAllister-Parsons, Liberal Studies 
Rebecca McCaughey, Communication 
Deborah Diane McClellan, Psychology 
Jocelyn McClelland, Human Development 
Ingrid Lanell McClendon, Administration 
Randal S. McCoy, Art 
Don Sabin McCusker, Economics, Honors • • 
Anne Kathleen McDevitt, Psychology 
Sharon R. McDonough, Administration, Honors 
Sharon R. McElfresh, Liberal Studies 
Warren Albert McElroy, Art 
Dana Rachelle McFarland, Administration 
Darlene A. McCillick, Liberal Studies 
Myra Louise McGovern, Liberal Studies 
Charles Allen McCroarty, Administration 
Christi R. McKain, Administration 
Karen Laura Marie McKay, Administration 
Sheri Lynn McKeever, Communication 
Timothy M. McKernan, Administration 
Jeanette Elaine McLaughlin, Political Science 
Robert Charles McLaughlin, Administration 
Sundai Michele McLaughlin, Liberal Studies 
Patricia L. McLinn, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Renate Elisabeth McManus, Liberal Studies 
Thomas Charles McMurtry, Jr., Administration 
Linda Colleen McNabb, Liberal Studies 
Maureen E. McNair, Liberal Studies 
Robert Calvin McPherson, Jr., Administration 
Heather Ann McReynolds, Environmental Studies 
Gregory R. McWhorter, Communication 
Morgan J. Mccolum, Liberal Studies 
Mark E. Mcghee, Liberal Studies 
Stacy Ann Medina, Liberal Studies 
Daniel Thomas Meier, Administration 
Bruce Robert Meikle, Geography 
Jeffery Cilberto Mejia, Spanish 
Alfred James Melanson, Jr., Liberal Studies 
Cisela Melbar, Liberal Studies 
Fernando Melendez, Sociology 
Jimmy R. Melton, History 
Nancy Melton, Sociology 
Diane Marie Melvin, Mathematics 
Rocky Menayang Administration 
Alma R. Mendoza, Liberal Studies 
Loel Marie Meredyth, Communication, Honors • • 
Kirk E. Merhish, Criminal Justice 
Patricia J. Merriam, English, Honors 
Sally M. Merritt, Liberal Studies 
Joseph Flores Mesa, Administration 
Michelle Marie Messick, Liberal Studies 
Russell Craig Mester, Art 
Nancy Jane Metcalf, Administration 
Robert Douglas Metz, English 
William Robert Meyer, Jr., English 
Manuel Meza, Jr., Communication 
James J. Meza, Psychology 
Anna Leah Mezentsev, Psychology 
Richard J. Michels, Administration 
Lynne Gomes Van Mierlo, Psychology 
Sandra Migaiolo-Rose, Liberal Studies 
Terri L. Mikkelsen, Social Sciences 
Janice Melvina Miles, English 
Kent Shanor Miles, Criminal Justice, Honors • 
Elizabeth Ann Milholland, Liberal Studies 
Michael J. Millenheft, Administration 
Dana Jan Miller-Bell, Liberal Studies 
Barbara Jean Miller, Psychology 
Gayla L. Miller, Liberal Studies 
Judy Ann Miller, Liberal Studies 
Kim M. Miller, Psychology 
Kristine Marie Miller, Psychology 
Mark G. Miller, Administration 
Vici Denise Miller, Liberal Studies 
Cristine Trisa Mills, Political Science 
William G. Mills, Administration 
Cindy S. Milton, Liberal Studies 
Robin Marie Miner, Criminal Justice 
Michelle Ann Minyard, Human Development 
Terry Ann Mitchell, Criminal Justice 
Maurine Anne Mobley, Liberal Studies 
Michael Mobley, History A 
Emily Jane Moddelmog, Liberal Studies 
Kristine Marie Moerke, Art 
Lisa Marie Mohler, Criminal Justice 
Virginia Faye Moleski, Human Development 
Stephanie Lee Mollring, Philosophy 
Donna Sue Momrow, Administration 
Steven R. Monday, Biology 
Marty Mondello, Liberal Studies 
Michael Erik Money, Geography 
Nicanor Montanez, Psychology 
Rebeca Montes-Blicharski, Liberal Studies 
Karen Alice Moody, Sociology 
Carol Lina Moon, Liberal Studies 
Nancy Carol Mooney, Liberal Studies 
Lawrence W. Moore, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Mertie M. Moore, Liberal Studies 
JoAnn Robin Moore, Communication 
Robin Lynn Moose, Libervl Studies 
Rosalie Lena Morales, Psychology 
Bernardo C. Moreno, Jr., Mathematics 
Lorraine L. Moreno, Liberal Studies 
Yvonne Marie Moreno, Environmental Studies 
Tina Morin, Administration 
Timothy Francis Moroney, Liberal Studies 
Karolyn J. Morris, Mathematics 
Kari Lynn Morrow, Sociology 
Melissa Oriana Mosher, Administration 
Debra Wubker Moss-Keough, Liberal Studies 
Staci L. Moss, Administration 
Ned-Louise Mosteller, Administration, Honors • 
Chai Charles Moua, Mathematics 
Mary Alice Mower, Art • 
Heidi Mueller, Liberal Studies 
Heather Muir-Juarez, Administration 
Patrick Saint Francis Muller, Psychology 
Laura Jacqueline Muna, Administration 
Diana Sue Munger, Art 
Christie Krause Munoz, Administration 
Tammy Lynn Munoz, Liberal Studies 
Christina E. Murphey, Liberal Studies 
Cheryl May Murphy, Liberal Studies 
Katherine M. Murphy, Humanities 
Nondus Kathnine Murray, Liberal Studies 
Kristin L. Musser, Administration 
Fuad Abdulwahed Mutahar, Administration 
' Mary Patricia Myers, Mathematics 
Richard B. Myers, Psychology 
Kazue Nakamura, Administration 
" Nannette A. Nash, Liberal Studies 
Michelle M. Neary, Anthropology 
Richard Todd Nelson, Communication 
Scott Herbert Nelson, Liberal Studies 
Michael Scott Nemeth, Psychology 
Mary Beth Moran Nemnich, Communication, High Honors • 
Steven T. Neudorff, Political Science 
Melissa L. Neumann, Communication 
Pamela Marie Newlin, Liberal Studies • 
Boon-Chye Ng, Administration 
Dominic Hoang Nguyen, Administration 
Robert E. Nickel, Criminal Justice 
Janet Vaughn Nickell, English 
Jeffrey A. Nishkian, Administration 
Lisa Marie Nishkian, Administration 
Norma Arce Noriega, Liberal Studies 
Virginia May Thompson North, Liberal Studies • 
Michelle Renee Norton, Liberal Studies 
Linda Lee Nottingham, Music 
Frank Edward Novek, Communication, Honors 
Carolyn Francis Noyes, Liberal Studies 
Patricia Field Nymeyer, Administration 
James Ndolo Nzokah, Administration 
Joseph Howard O'Brien, History A 
Jennifer Dianne O'Brien, English 
John L. O'Connor, Psychology 
Timothy James O'Connor, Jr., Administration 
Judith Marie O'Hara, Liberal Studies 
Rosemary Magdalen O'Keefe, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Joanna Obradovitz, Administration 
Stephanie M. Odenbach, Environmental Studies 
Veronica 1. Oforlea, Human Development 
Tamara Lea Olaivar, English, High Honors • 
Joseph Salvatore Oliveri, Administration 
Christine A. Olson, Liberal Studies 
Mary T. Orlando, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Sylvia Ortiz-Flores, Liberal Studies 
Dawn Marie Ortiz, English 
Nora Maria Ortiz, Administration 
^ Cheryl E. Osburn, Liberal Studies 
Robert Charles Oscione, Economics 
Joanne Ossanna, Administration 
* Sandy M. Ostrom, Liberal Studies 
Maria L. Othman, Art 
Linda Louise Oversby, Liberal Studies 
Matthew K. Owen, Economics 
Rhea Yvette Owen, Special Major • 
Mark A. Owens, Administration 
John Frank Ozyp, Administration 
Elizabeth Olvera Pace, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Porfirio G. Pacheco, Environmental Studies 
Sharon L. Packham, Psychology 
Maria Araceli Padilla, Administration 
Emily Elizabeth Paez, Sociology A 
Christine E. Paige-Bias, Liberal Studies 
James F. Paine, History 
Carol Louise Palko, Liberal Studies 
Saundra Kay Pallas, Psychology 
Eric Omar Palmer, Criminal Justice 
Gregory D. Palmer, Administration 
Robert Palmer, Liberal Studies 
Vicky Lynn Palumbo, Human Development 
Ravi Samuel Pandian, Psychology 
Keith Marron Park, Psychology 
Cynthia W. Parker, Liberal Studies 
Gene Richard Parshall, Administration 
Pankaj Patel, Administration 
James R. Patterson, Administration 
Michael James Patterson, Art 
Theodore Fallon Patterson, Administration 
Linda Suzanne Pattison, Liberal Studies 
Kathleen Mckewan Patton, Administration 
Patricia A. Patton, Art 
Valerie Lorette Patton, Administration 
Elly Patuwo, Administration 
Gina Alice Natascha Patz, Liberal Studies 
Philip Edward Paule, Political Science 
Dian Marie Paulson, Sociology 
Julie Joanne Payne, Liberal Studies 
Linda A. Payne, Administration 
Susie Payne, Liberal Studies 
Scott Thomas Paynton, English 
Karen Gail Peacock, Administration 
Karen D. Pearsall, Liberal Studies 
James A. Pearson, Liberal Studies 
Leandra Joy Pearson, Administration 
Michele Pearson, Psychology 
Julie Lynn Peel, Liberal Studies 
Holly Amalia Peglau, Administration 
Nancy Mae Penwarden-Mullins, Administration 
Elaine Rose Perales, Art 
Clarissa Renee Perea, Liberal Studies 
Janet Ruth Beloz Perez, English 
Raymond E. Perez, Administration 
James R. Perkins, Art 
Kevin John Perkins, Administration 
Kim Alison Perkins, Communication 
Razelle Marie Perkins, Liberal Studies 
Adam C. Perlstein, Communication, Honors 
Andre Barbieri Perpetuo, Administration 
Tonya L. Perrella, Psychology 
Robert D. Perri, Biology 
Mary Ann Perry, Administration 
Lisa Suzanne Pertzborn, Theatre Arts 
Leyla Pervizat, Administration 
Kristina Renee Peters, Art 
Linda Diane Peters, Liberal Studies 
Tars Antonius Petrie, Environmental Studies 
Cynthia Ruth Petronic, Liberal Studies 
Marlys Pettigrew, Sociology 
David Michael Petway, Sociology 
Julie Lee Peyton, Liberal Studies 
Robert John Pfeffer, Economics 
Gena Christine Philibert, Psychology 
Cynthia J. Phillips, Liberal Studies, High Honors 
Deborah Lynn Phillips, Liberal Studies 
Douglas Andrew Phillips, English 
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Gail Stephanie Phillips, Liberal Studies 
Jill Carnahan Phillips, Sociology 
Parris Lee Phrakonekham, Criminal Justice 
Michael Gene Pickett, Liberal Studies 
Alva Pina, Liberal Studies 
Daniel Grady Pipes, Criminal Justice 
Kristalene Anne Pitts, Psychology 
Arthur Joseph Plinski, History 
Sandra B. Plunk, Communication 
Melody Jean Podrasky, Liberal Studies 
Stephanie A.J. Poindexter, Biology 
Carol A. Pollinger, Liberal Studies 
Angela Popp, Administration 
1" Joseph Anthony Portelles, History 
Annette Porto, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Lorraine Posey, Administration 
Steven R. Posey, Administration 
Donna Potenteau-Burdick, Psychology 
David C. Potter, Administration 
A. Liddell Potts, Psychology 
Lloyce D'Ann Powell, Psychology 
Michael R. Powell, Political Science 
Randy Eugene Powell, Liberal Studies 
Gerald Thomas Power, History 
Rhonda Sue Prater, Administration 
Anthony Abraham Precie, Political Science 
Manuel Ralph Precie, History 
Kaye Lynn Presnall, Administration 
Sabrina A. Prestigiacomo, Psychology 
Cynthea Reid Preston, Liberal Studies 
Lytresa Preszler, Liberal Studies 
Lillian P. Previti, Psychology 
Cynthia Price-Olson, Communication 
Marcus Andrew Prine, History 
Judith Diana Probert, Art 
Douglas Loren Pruitt, Psychology, Honors • 
Jami Lynne Pulliam, Administration 
William Darren Purcell, Administration 
Satomi Purefoy, Mathematics 
Amberretta Cain Purifoy, Human Services 
Larry W. Pyle, Administration 
Leslie K. Qattan, English 
Daniel John Quam, Liberal Studies 
Caryl Jeanne Quinones, Psychology 
Ana Maria Quiroga, Liberal Studies 
Robert L. Rabon, Liberal Studies 
Virginia Marie Rabor, Psychology 
Joarme Michelle Ralston, Administration 
Jose Alfredo Ramirez, Mathematics 
Julian R. Ramirez, Economics 
Mary Ann Aguilera Ramirez, Liberal Studies 
Robert Francisco Ramirez, Mathematics 
k. Shirley R. Ramirez, Administration 
Francisco Xavier Ramos, Criminal Justice 
r Beverly Sue Ramsey, History, Honors • 
f Manuel Rangel, Jr., Administration 
Ron Rapp , Political Science 
Sophia Maxine Caroline Rasdall, Liberal Studies 
Alexander Bobby Rashid, Administration 
Beverly Jane Rattray, Psychology 
Heather Susan Raumin, Administration 
Carrie L. Raupp, Liberal Studies 
Mario Vargas Razo, Administration 
Cherie Annette Reardon, Mathematics 
Elaine Uki Reeves, Administration 
y 
Ruthie Reeves, Liberal Studies 
Nathan Mark Reider, Art 
Paula Louise Reigle, Administration 
Linda A. Relph, English, High Honors • 
Dirk A. Reschly, Administration 
Albert L. Reyes, Jr., Liberal Studies 
Jesse Joe Reyes, Jr., Criminal Justice 
Laura Landeros Reyes, Liberal Studies 
Diane Adela Reynolds, Human Development 
John William Reynoso, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Lynn Rezendes, Administration 
Mehran Riazaty, Political Science 
William Randolph Ribera, Liberal Studies 
David Vernon Rice, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Rhonda Ruth Rice, Liberal Studies 
Lori A. Richard, Sociology 
John Steven Richardson, Political Science 
Nancy L. Richardson, Communication 
Diana Richie, Administration 
Gregg Allen Richmond, Liberal Studies 
Raymond Charles Ridder, Administration 
Virginia Finnestad Ridgway, Anthropology 
Anthony Joseph Riech, Sociology A 
Carla Louise Riggleman, Liberal Studies 
Jeffery Randall Riley, Liberal Studies 
Lisa Marie Rios, Liberal Studies 
R. Lawrence Rippee, Anthropology, High Honors • 
Nancy Lynn Risely, Liberal Studies 
Ernesto Trivellato Ristori, Administration 
Lori Gay Riveira, Administration, Honors 
Eloisa Rivera, Liberal Studies 
Irene Rivera, Spanish 
Sherrie Ann Donegan Robb, Liberal Studies 
Sandra Dee Robbins, Liberal Studies 
Stacy Anne Roberg, Liberal Studies 
Christine Lorreen Roberts, Psychology A 
Monica Forsgren Roberts, Liberal Studies 
Inger L. Robertson, Economics 
Daniel G. Robinson, Theatre Arts 
Kelli Shon Robinson, Communication 
William Henry Robinson, Psychology 
Charles John Rock, Jr., Art 
Andretta Marie Rodgers, Administration 
Kathleen L. Rodgers, Communication 
James Rodriguez, Liberal Studies 
Juan Manuel V. Rodriguez, Sociology 
Maria Amparo Gomez Rodriguez, Liberal Studies 
Maria Del Carmen Rodriguez, Communication 
Shari A. Rodriguez, Communication 
Theresa Rosalea Rodriguez, Psychology 
Todd Kenneth Rogers, Liberal Studies 
Michelle Lynn Rojas, Psychology 
Tina Louise Rojtas, Economics 
Udo Hans Rollberg, History A 
Larry D. Rolph, Art 
John Thomas Romagnoli, Communication 
Adriana Francis Romero, Psychology 
Christina M. Romero, Administration 
Gina Michele Romero, Liberal Studies 
Deborah Ann Romig, Liberal Studies 
Oren Anthony Romo, Liberal Studies 
Paul Dean Roper, Music 
Maria Elena Rosas, Psychology 
Lynn Marie Rosenfelder, Liberal Studies, High Honors I 
Brenda Lee Ross, Liberal Studies 
Cynthia Gayle Ross, Art 
Tammy Renee Ross, Administration 
Victoria Sue Ross, Administration 
Sandra R. Rountree, Music 
Paula S. Rowan, Liberal Studies • 
Gregory James Rowe, Administration 
Lynn Holleman Rudloff, English 
Geraldine Ann Rudolph, Psychology 
Debra Kay Ruggles, Liberal Studies 
Edwin Leroy Rumsey, Communication 
Michael S. Russell, Administration 
Mary Jane Russo, Administration 
Paula Marie Ryan, Liberal Studies 
Kimberly Diane Sacks, English, Honors 
Andi Martin Sadeli, Administration 
Robert Joseph Sadlak, English 
Kathleen M. Sainato-Sweginnis, Biology 
Gale Ann Murphy Sakal, Liberal Studies 
Trinidad Saldana, Spanish 
Ho Pou San, Administration 
Eileen Anne Cassidy Sanborn, Liberal Studies 
Brian Sanchez, Administration 
Consuelo Sanchez, Liberal Studies 
Ignacio Lomeli Sanchez, Jr., Mathematics 
Lucila A. Sanchez, Administration 
Nohema M. Sanchez, Liberal Studies 
Christina L. Sanderson, Administration 
Jeanne M. Sandlin, Liberal Studies 
Hiram Barreto Santana, Administration 
Sharon Ann Santucci, Liberal Studies 
Karyn L. Sauls, Administration 
Cathy Jeanne Saunders, Liberal Studies 
Deborah Lynn Savallos, Administration 
Gina Margret Sawyer, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer L. Scahill, Psychology 
Carlos Ruben Scalisi, Political Science 
Michael Thomas Scannell, Social Sciences 
Kristi Lynn Schafer, English 
Cynthia Anna Schandl, Biology, Highest Honors 
Anne Elizabeth Schatz, English 
Doris H. Scheitler, Liberal Studies 
Richard T. Schick, Communication 
Elizabeth Alice Schmidt, Liberal Studies 
Brandii Christine Schmitt, English 
Janine Marie Schneider, Liberal Studies 
Kimberly Kristin Schnepp, Communication 
Jay C. Schoonard, Psychology 
Cynthia Ann Schrank, Social Sciences 
David Carl Schrock, Administration 
Robert E. Schumacher, Administration 
Yvonne R. Schwarcz, Sociology 
Karen Ann Scoleri, Psychology 
Deana Jo Rector Scott, Art 
Deborah Ann Scott, Psychology 
G. Robert Scott, Political Science 
Jeffrey L. Scott, Administration 
Joanne Marie Scott, Liberal Studies 
Debra Marie Searcy, Liberal Studies 
Terra Lani Sedgwick, Liberal Studies 
Nicole Denise Segal, Economics A 
Brenda Janette Selby, Liberal Studies 
Joanne Lett Sellers, Sociology 
Catherine R. Sepulveda, Liberal Studies 
John Michael Serio, Geography 
Elizabeth A. Sessa-Sparks, Administration 
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Mark Christopher Seymour, History 
Shahrzad Shahriary, Biology 
Paul Anthony Shalhoub, Liberal Studies 
Bernard Whitney Shannon, Administration 
Andrea Marie Sharp, Liberal Studies 
Leisa Marie Sharpe, Art 
Maria Helena Sharpnack, Liberal Studies 
Barbara Shaw, Sociology 
Tani Lynn Shaw, Administration 
Denise Lynn Shawver, Administration 
Michael Peter Shea, Administration 
William C. Shea, Administration 
Bettessee M. Sherman, Psychology 
Kevin L. Sherman, Administration 
Caroline Sue Sherwood, Liberal Studies 
Wendy Lee Shidler, Psychology 
Simon Philip Shieh, Administration 
Diane G. Shifter, Liberal Studies 
Thomas William Shiley, Jr., Psychology 
Rita Shirley, Economics, Honors A 
Olaseni Alex Shoroye, Biology 
Alma Salas Shorts, Liberal Studies 
Deborah Jean Shoup, Criminal Justice 
Mark Thomas Shreeve, Administration 
Beth Ann Shupe, Liberal Studies 
Widyati Siadani, Administration 
Alvin Siagian, Administration 
Ronald P. Siagian, Administration 
Sandra M. Sieczkowski, Administration 
Juan Jose Sierra, Administration 
Theresa Marie Silva, Criminal Justice 
Ridwan Maspulhak Simatupang, Administration 
Rebecca Ann Simmons, Administration 
Roxane Dupre Simonian, Anthropology 
Susan Jeanette Simpkins, Liberal Studies 
Audelia Simpson, Liberal Studies 
Michael Anthony Simpson, Administration 
Steve P. Simpson, Social Sciences 
Susan Hope Simpson, Administration 
Staci Janel Skelly, Psychology 
Carol J, Skelton, Psychology 
Kevin Alessandro Skelton, Economics 
Kristin Marie Skipper, Liberal Studies 
Martine R. Slater, Administration 
Carla Rose Giovanna Smith, Art 
Carrie E. Smith, Administration 
Cecilia Marie Smith, Psychology 
Curtis Craig Smith, Liberal Studies 
Donna J. Smith, Sociology 
Glenda Kay Burris Smith, Liberal Studies 
Lori Michelle Smith, Psychology, Honors 
Sally Rae Smith, Sociology 
Scott Keagy Smith, Administration 
Martha Dorothea Snider, Liberal Studies 
Brenda Annette Snodgrass, Liberal Studies 
Brent Lee Snyder, Administration 
Susan L. Songer, Liberal Studies 
Scott D. Soren, Economics 
Melissa Ann South wick. Liberal Studies 
Darlene Kay Spafford, Administration 
Christopher H. Sparkman, Mathematics 
Meredith Sparks, Liberal Studies 
Colleen Kim Sparlin, Art • 
Tinie Callegan Spears, Administration 
Nancy Lynn Speer, Administration 
Sedrick Maurice Speircer, Psychology 
Roberta J. Sperry, English, Liberal Studies 
Rodney Maurice Spigner, Administration 
Delinda Spohn, Political Science 
Amber Elaine Huenfeld Spoon, Administration 
Guy R. Sproles, Economics 
Serene Marion Spruill, Criminal Justice 
Jacqueline Anne Stager-Welch, History 
Matthew Stan, Mathematics 
Deborah Ann Stangel, Psychology 
Delores Connolly Stapp, Liberal Studies 
Anissa Lynette Stark, Psychology A 
Glenn Matthew Stark, History 
Jeffrey Richard Stark, Geography 
Brian Anthony Starkey, Communication 
Thomas R. Steed, Liberal Studies 
Craig Alan Steenerson, Liberal Studies 
Pamela A. Stephenson, Administration 
Cord A. Sterling, Political Science, Honors 
Anthony Charles Stevens, Psychology A 
Brenda Joy Stewart, Psychology 
Trent Lee Stillman, Liberal Studies 
Maxine Stinson-Basabe, Administration 
Joseph J. Stockstad, Administration 
Daniel Warren Stolfus, Administration 
Christina Anne Stone-West, Administration 
James Clyde Stone, History 
Karen A. Stordahl, Geography 
Marie Chavez Stortz, Special Major, Honors • 
Charma Story, Administration 
Deborah Diane Stratton, Administration 
Daniel Thomas Strimpel, Administration 
Valerie K. Strouse, Social Sciences 
Sean Stubbs, Administration 
Regina R. Suddreth, Liberal Studies 
Glynndean Suggs, Human Development 
Sherri Lynn Summers, Administration, Honors 
Maojen Sun, Administration 
Brice Chad Sunderland, Chemistry, Honors • 
Angela Kay Sundquist, Sociology A 
Julie G. Surani, Administration, Honors • 
Conny Suyatno, Administration 
Stephanie Joann Swenson, Administration 
Patricia K. Swilling, Liberal Studies 
Craig Swinson, Administration 
Virginia Sykowski, Special Major 
Dung N. Ta, Administration 
Phuong B. Ta, Administration 
Michael Sean Taber, Economics 
Lee Whit Tabor, Liberal Studies 
John Jacob Taenzler, Psychology, Honors 
Terresa J. Tafoya, Liberal Studies 
Cindy Takamatsu, Art 
Yumiko Takano, Anthropology 
Angela Dawn Talmadge, Psychology 
Debora Triesye Aksie Tampubolon, MMS/C 
Linggawati Tandjung, Administration 
Sherri Jean Wynn Tarmer, Psychology 
Te-Yu Tao, Administration 
Luralene D. Tapahe, Political Science A 
Evelyn Tay, Administration 
Janice Ann Taylor, Liberal Studies 
Patricia Jane Taylor, Liberal Studies, Highest Honors 
Randall Dean Taylor, Psychology, Honors • 
Stephania Theodora Taylor, Sociology 
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Dejon Monique Telloian, English 
Catrina M. Terbest-Kelly, Administration 
Deborah Joann Tesch, Administration 
Laurie Marie Thibodeaux, English 
Jesus J. Thillet, Criminal Justice 
Melody A. Thomas-Mayes, Liberal Studies 
Christopher Alan Thomas, Communication 
Claudia H. Thomas, Administration 
Eric Spencer Thomas, Psychology 
Juliana Thomas, Art 
Stacey G. Thomas, Psychology 
Zelda M. Thomas, English 
Verletta Thomas, Liberal Studies 
Reginald "K" Thompkins, Sociology 
Patricia Ann Thompson-Dupper, Special Major 
Kelly J. Thompson, Communication 
Kimberli Forney Thompson, Liberal Studies 
Lesley Annette Thornberry, Administration 
Barbara Lee Thornbury, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Barbara J. Thornhill, Liberal Studies 
Michele Teresa Thurman, Art 
Robert Forest Thweatt, Social Sciences 
Patricia A. Tidwell, Administration 
Steven J. Tildy, Administration 
Lisa A. Tillen, Liberal Studies 
Diana L. Tilton, Liberal Studies 
Christine M. Timms, Sociology • 
Indrawati Tirtomihardjo, Administration 
David Monty Titus, Administration, Honors 
Kelvin Tjiandra, Administration 
Hendriyanto Tjong, Administration 
Sandra Pearl Tobing, Administration 
Linda Grace Tokar, Psychology 
Geraldine Barnes Tolentino, Economics 
Christie June Toliver, Human Development 
Sarah Jane Tolliver, Liberal Studies 
Stephanie Tolnay, Liberal Studies 
Tamara Ann Tom, Psychology, Honors 
Jessie Tomer-Hoopes, Liberal Studies 
Susan R. Tomlin, Administration 
Jennifer Lynn Tonkyro, Communication 
Matthew Edward Tonnies, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Alina Toral, Liberal Studies 
Richard Eugene Torbert, History 
Pilar A. Torena, Political Science 
Ramona Lynn Totah, Sociology 
Autumn Louise Toth, Administration 
Tiong-Huat Tou, Administration 
Gregory Paul Townsend, Communication 
James A. Traill, Administration 
Jill Marie Traina, Psychology 
Phyllis Gale Treece, Psychology 
Daniel Richard Trimble, Administration 
Susan Kay Tripp, Administration 
Lucy Troche, Administration 
Rebecca M. Troost, Liberal Studies 
Susan Deborah Troy, Mathematics 
Scott Arthur Tucker, Communication 
Zachary Damon Tucker, History 
Teresa Lynn Turman, Psychology 
Lisa Turnbull, English 
James W. Turner, Jr., Administration • 
Matthew B. Turner, Economics, Honors • 
Tammi Lillian Turner, Psychology 
Michael Wayne Umbarger, Administration 
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Michele Underwood, Communication 
Eddie J. Upton, Administration 
Virginia Carranza Urias, Liberal Studies 
Stella Odalo Utomi, Economics 
Kenneth Charles Utterback, Administration 
Paula Valadez-Sanchez, Liberal Studies 
Kim Valentine, Biology 
Gloria Valenzuela, Administration 
Maria Cecilia Reyes Valenzuela, Liberal Studies 
Ralph Landon Valenzuela, 111, Spanish 
Sandra Valenzuela, Administration 
Viterbo Valera, Jr., Administration 
Marina Sue Valerio, Liberal Studies 
Sharon Lanell Newby VanBelle, Art 
Stephen Ralph VanBrocklin, Administration 
James Baker VanNorman, English 
Bruce C. VanWhy, Liberal Studies 
Jeffrey James VanZee, Biology 
Janette L. Vanallen, Psychology 
Kim Marie VandenBossche, Liberal Studies 
Gilbert M. Vanegas, Administration 
Chao Nhiatou Vang, Mathematics 
Kurt Lee Vanluven, Administration 
Martha Diane Vann, Liberal Studies 
Michael Joseph Varisco, Administration 
Cynthia A. Vasquez-Hill, Liberal Studies 
Grace A. Vasquez, Liberal Studies 
Sylvia D. Vassar-Means, Administration 
Vasiliki 1. Vassiliou, Administration 
John Richard "Jack" Vaughan, Administration 
Christopher S. Vega, History 
Trenae Michelle Vega, Liberal Studies 
Louis F. Velasco, Administration 
Donna Marie Venardos, Sociology HA 
Rosanne Verani, Liberal Studies 
Paul E. Verhoeven, Administration 
Karen Ann Verlich, Liberal Studies 
Pham Thi Tuong Vi, Liberal Studies 
Linda I,uke Vickers, Human Services 
Marie H. Vidana, Psychology 
Katie Rae Viehmarm, Administration 
Augustine Villanueva, Administration 
Sylvia Adoracion Villanueva, Liberal Studies 
Angelica Dorene Villegas, Administration 
David J. Villegas, Criminal Justice 
Cherie Griffith Villeneuve, Human Services 
Anthony E. Vines, Administration 
Cynthia Lee Virden, Administration 
Wendy Jean Viscomi, Administration 
Jessie C. Vizcaino, Jr., Communication 
Sally J. VonGlahn, Liberal Studies 
Eric R. Vonmizener, English 
Diana L. Wade, Liberal Studies 
Nancy Waitsman, Administration 
Kathleen C. Wakefield, Liberal Studies 
Jennifer L. Walker, English 
Jill Eileen Walker, Liberal Studies 
Jimmy Walker, Social Sciences 
Patrick D. Walker, Liberal Studies 
Richard Duane Wall, Music 
Scott Matthew Wallevand, Liberal Studies 
Karl Ann Walsh, Liberal Studies 
Natalie C. Walsh, Psychology 
Patricia Leslie Walsh, Liberal Studies 
Pamela Dawn Walters, Liberal Studies 
Patricia Ann Warkentin, Psychology 
Marilyn R. Warner, Liberal Studies 
Roberta Ilene Warshaw, Special Major 
Diane M. Wasemiller, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Carl F. Washington, Psychology 
Ernest H. Wasley, Jr., Administration 
Ikuko Watanabe, Administration 
Linda Ann Watland, Special Major 
Arthur D. Watson, Sociology 
Brandi Ann Wayment, Liberal Studies 
JoAnne M. Webb, Environmental Studies 
Portia Jeannetta Webb, Administration 
Susan Lynn Weber, Human Development 
Matthew Steven Webster, Theatre Arts 
Lisa Salle Weidenkopf, Liberal Studies 
Stacie Lynn Wells, Administration, Honors 
Ellalyn Wells, Spanish, Honors 
Kristina Dawn Wells, Administration 
Anastacia Lee Welsh, Administration 
Shannan Dawn Wenger, Administration 
Jeffrey S. Werner, Administration 
Ma. Luisa Wesberry, Liberal Studies 
Fern Louise Wetzel, Liberal Studies 
Julie Ann Wheeler, Liberal Studies 
Caryn L. White, Liberal Studies, Honors • 
Deborah Kay White, Liberal Studies 
Greg White, Psychology, Honors 
Karen Elaine White, Liberal Studies 
Marjorie Lee White, Liberal Studies, Honors 
Stephen Michael White, Mathematics 
David Scott Whiteman, Administration 
Trina L. Whiteside, Communication 
Debbie Whiting, Liberal Studies 
Deborah June Whitney, Administration 
Linda Dianne Whitney, Communication 
William Paul Whittenburg, Art 
Dorothy Whittington, Social Sciences 
Daniel K. Whornham, English 
Amitha D. Wickremetunge, Administration 
Gilar Widyoratmoko, Administration 
Elizabeth Ann Wilbur, Liberal Studies 
Celeste Jean Wilcox, Liberal Studies 
Jacqueline Wilcoxen, English 
Don Lamont Wilcoxson, Sociology 
Frank Robert Wild, Political Science, High Honors • 
Matthew Benjamin Wilder, History 
Wyndell D. Wilhelm, Administration 
Derek W. Williams, Administration 
Luquanda Williams, Chemistry 
Mary Ann Williams, English 
Michael Williams, Liberal Studies 
Michelle E, Williams, Administration 
Michelle Lisa Gellineau Williams, Liberal Studies 
Nancy Jane Williams, Administration 
Nanette Sabrina Williams, Liberal Studies 
Paula C. Williams, Administration 
Robert A. Williams, Administration 
Ryan Rex Williams, Liberal Studies 
Vance M. Williams, Administration 
Daniel Edward Williford, Psychology 
Michele Renee Wills, Liberal Studies 
Carol L. Wilson, Liberal Studies 
Dana Lynn Wilson, French, High Honors 
James Winston Wilson, Administration 
Kirk Hayden Wilson, Sociology 
Lori Anne Wilson, Communication 
Michele Wilson, Administration 
Narda Arlene Wilson, Administration • 
Yolanda Renee Wilson, Psi/c/io/ogy 
Tang Edna Wingman, Administration 
Robyn V. Winkler, Liberal Studies 
James Wiley Winter, Jr., Administration 
J. Monique Winter, Social Sciences 
Joel David Winter, Biology 
Tori Wise Winters, Administration 
Robin Dlyn Wise, Liberal Studies 
Kathleen A. Wittkopf, Liberal Studies 
Nancy Wolfe, Liberal Studies 
Sharon Warwick Wolff, Anthropology 
John H. Wolski, Mathematics 
Chau Ping Wong, Administration 
Deborah Huntting Wood, English, High Honors • 
Judith Ann Wood, Liberal Studies 
Kathaleen Wood, Psychology 
Tracy Lee Wood, Communication 
Christina Wooley-Thompson, Liberal Studies 
David M. Woolf, Administration 
James Joseph Worthington, III, Social Sciences 
Andrea Knoblauch Wright, Administration 
David Albert Wright, Administration 
Hugh Melville Wright, Administration 
Phillip Ernesto Wright, Music 
Wayne Kendall Wright, English 
Helen Laferne Wrightnour, Liberal Studies 
Julie Eleana Wyatt, Psychology, Honors • A 
Michael D. Yancey, Philosophy 
Jennifer Jee Yang, Administration 
Peter Thai Yang, Biology 
Thao-Mee Yang, Administration 
F. Ann Yates, Special Major 
Min-Chi Yeh, Administration 
Wan-Yu Yeh, Administration 
Lisa Anne Yendes, Liberal Studies 
Wu Yi-Chuan, Administration 
Aera Yoo, Biology 
Brian Byungwook Yoo, Economics 
Young Ha Yoo, Administration 
Jill Ann Young, Liberal Studies 
Margaret Rose Young, Liberal Studies 
Michael Patrick Zanio, Psychology 
Lori Zdunowski, Liberal Studies 
Jacqueline Zigmund, Liberal Studies 
Marianne Alatza Zukoski, Geography 
Bachelor of Science 
Majid M, Abdulwahed, Industrial Technology 
Carol J. Abidin, Foods And Nutrition 
Debra Nelson Adair, Nursing A 
Benjamin Jason Adams, Administration 
Nicolette Abriol Adelman, Administration 
Robert Anthony Aguirre, Mathematics 
Dana Lynn Akerman, Administration 
Mahmoud Ahmed Abdulwahed Al-Abbasi, Computer Science 
Abdulrahim Ahmed Abdulwahed Alabbasi, Computer Science 
Gwendolyn Janelle Albritton, Administration 
Ignatius Hariyanto K. Aliwarga, Industrial Technology 
John Hugh Allgaier, Administration 
Kathleen Maura Alvarez, Health Science 
A DEPARTMENTAL HONOR 
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Leticia V. Alvarez, Administration 
Patricia Amoa Amenlemah, Nursing 
Colleen Marie Anderson, Administration 
Steven Edward Anderson, Administration 
Deborah Jean Andrews, Administration 
Rashid Salem Annoon, Industrial Technology 
Rashid Ansari, Administration 
Nenechi M. Nobis Anyakora, Health Science 
Michelle Ann Astley, Physical Education • 
Katherine Joan Audet, Nursing 
Marie Therese G. Azurin, Administration 
Emma C. Baca, Administration 
Cindy Lu Bahney, Physical Education 
Karen C. Baker, Biology 
Susan Elizabeth Baldwin, Administration 
Christopher Salim Bandak, Physical Education 
Mark Glyn Barnes, Administration 
Margaret Haniger Barton, Foods And Nutrition 
Kerry Ann Bassett, Health Science 
Deborah Marie Bates, Administration 
Anthony L. Battey, Computer Science 
Michael John Beasley, Physics 
Victoria K. Begley-Thompson, Nursing 
Bill Begorre, Mathematics, High Honors 
Carolyn Marie Bell, Physical Education 
Elizabeth A. Bell, Administration 
Terry Wayne Belter, Administration 
Sarah Bennett, Administration 
Monica Lynne Bentley, Administration 
Regat Abraha Beraki, Administration 
Charles Joseph Berck, Industrial Technology, Honors 
Michael R. Berry, Administration 
Ronald Raymond Bettiga, Physical Education 
Deborah Elinda Bilbo, Foods And Nutrition 
Duane Spencer Billedeaux, Administration 
Kathleen Ann Bingham, Physical Education 
Mayada H. Bishara, Administration 
Audria Bissic, Administration 
Terry L. Blom, Administration 
Tracy Anne Bock, Nursing 
Susan E. Boggs, Nwsing 
Jill Bernadette Bonanno, Health Science 
Richard James Boos, Industrial Technology 
Teresa Lorena Mercer Bowen, Administration, Honors . 
Kimber Lee Bowers, Administration 
Laura R. Narro Boydston, Biology 
Laurie Christine Brackett, Foods And Nutrition 
James Michael Branley, Administration 
Lloyd Wilbur Brommer, Administration 
Jody L. Brooks, Administration 
Kathleen Marie Brost, Nursing, Honors • 
Dennis J. Brown, Physical Education 
Karina Brown, Administration 
Keith Clifford Brown, Biology 
Matthew Alan Brown, Mathematics 
James H. Bryant, Jr., Administration 
Wanda K. Burns, Health Scieiwe A 
Derek Basil Burreson, Administration 
Jeffrey Paul Bush, Chemistry 
Debra Lynn Carlisle, Health Science 
Catherine L. Carlson, Administration A 
Christopher David Carosella, Health Science 
Carol Elizabeth Carrigan, Physical Education 
Michael W. Case, Administration 
Steven Castillo, Administration 
Lynda Lee Castro, Administration 
Charles Christopher Ceballos, Physical Education 
Yongkie Senianto Cendana, Computer Science 
Carl L. Chadwell, Administration 
Tsao Peter Changming, Computer Science 
Melinda M. Chapman, Nursing 
Dakeri Shannon Chaves, Foods And Nutrition 
Olga A. Chavira-Munoz, Administration 
Anne Marie Chelston, Administration 
Catherine Renee Clark, Biology 
Glenn Ray Cline, Computer Science 
Cynthia DiAnne Coccia, Nursing, Honors A 
Stacy Ann Cohen, Special Major 
Richard R. Coles, Health Science 
Dale Clark Conjurski, Computer Science 
Linda Susan Cordasco, Administration 
Kim M. Cota-Anderson, Nursing 
Janine Cousin, Administration 
Diana L. Covarrubias, Administration 
Scott N. Cover, Administration 
Trista Marie Curran, Administration 
Michael D. Cusimano, Administration 
Frank D'Angelo, Computer Science 
Sue Marie Dahl, Physical Education • A 
Laurence Edward Dahlgren, Computer Science 
Shana Christine Damann, Physical Education 
Kathleen Gail Davies, Administration 
Jamal Nathan Dawood, Biology 
Diana DeAnda, Administration 
Michael James Delehant, Administration • 
Jeffrey A. Denney, Administration 
Francis Anthony Derbin, Administration 
Karl Anthony Desilva, Mathematics 
Paula T, Devoy, Administration 
Thoai Ky Dinh, Physical Education 
Thomas P. Drake, Physical Education 
Teresa M. Drevlo, Administration 
Steven J. Dunkerken, Administration 
Robert Paul Dunmire, Computer Science 
Indira Duvvuri, Computer Science 
Margaret Ann Easley, Nursing 
Kent N. Edwards, Physical Education 
Terry Allen Ehrhard, Computer Science 
Michael Wayne Elerts, Administration 
Erik Paul Endler, Administration 
Earl Patrick Engelenburg, Administration 
Paul Patrick Espinoza, Administration 
Matthew Fallara, Administration 
Christopher James Farr, Political Science 
James David Faughn, Administration 
Bibi Fazilla, Foods And Nutrition 
Lewis Spencer Fitz, Computer Science 
Charles W. Flack, Computer Science 
Janiece Ford, Physical Education 
Deborah Ann Forthun, Administration 
Kevin B. Foutz, Administration 
Andrew C. Fowler, Administration 
William G. Frame, Computer Science 
Bruce Martin Francisco, Administration 
Todd Anthony Frantz, Health Science 
Michael Anthony Fuller, Computer Science 
Brian Takeo Furukawa, Computer Science 
Lars Anthony Galuppo, Administration 
Wilson Omega Garces, Nursing 
Daniel Garcia, Administration 
Paul Andrew Gard, Administration 
Melodie Diane Garfield, Administration, Honors • 
Clare S. Garrett, Foods And Nutrition 
Christopher T. Gates, Administration 
Betina Ann Georgakakos, Special Major 
Teresa A. Germany, Nursing A 
Beiene Gherefiel, Computer Science 
Edwin Tyrone Gibbs, Computer Science A 
Jon B. Glasscock, Administration 
Neil C. Glines, Administration 
Lina Ambaye Gobezie, Biologi/ 
Teresa Ann Gomez, Foods And Nutrition, Honors • 
Andrew R. Gonzales, Administration 
Sean Richard Gonzales, Administration 
Janet L. Goodwin, Administration 
Trina Marie Gopar, Administration 
Dale Robert Gordon, Administration 
Brenda Suzanne Gould, Nursing 
David C. Gracey, Administration 
Tony Grant, Administration 
David Greco, Computer Science 
Robert J. Haack, Administration 
Earl Charles Hackett, Administration 
Sandra L. Hagen, Administration, Honors • 
Corinne L. Hake, Administration 
Simone Hammann, Biology 
Cynthia Kay Hanley, Computer Science 
Michelle Lee Harbauer, Administration 
Gregory W. Hardin, Administration 
Richard Paul Harlan, Computer Science 
Todd Michell Harris, Physical Education 
Leonard Robert Harrison, Chemistry 
Mohammad Reza Hashemi, Biology 
Scott Edward Hatmaker, Computer Science 
Sherry Haviland, Computer Science 
Jeanne M. Hawthorne, Administration 
Patrick C. Hearle, Administration 
Matthew Hedgecock, Administration 
Anthony Lynn Henry, Computer Science 
Marsha L. Herman, Administration 
Leticia C. Hernandez, Health Science 
Erich George Herrmann, Administration 
Dawn Michelle Hill, Physical Education 
Becky A. Himle, Industrial Technology 
Sherry Elaine Horvath, Physical Education A 
D. Scott Housel, Physical Education 
Mahmoud Houshmandzadeh, Industrial Techtrology 
David L. Hovey, Administration 
Chao Hsing Hua, Administration 
Peter Michael Hunter, Administration 
Michael B. Huse, Administration 
Hassan Murtada Ibrahim, Industrial Technology 
Amanda Lisa Ivanoff, Administration • 
Kenneth D. Ivers, Jr., Administration 
James Louis Jackson, III, Health Science 
Phillip Alan Jamison, Administration 
Latonia Jenkins, Administration 
Ronald Duane Johnson, Computer Science, Honors A 
Donna Marie Jones, Administration 
Norine K. Y. Jones, Administration 
Romanna Elizabeth Jones, Foods And Nutrition 
Armond Kuri Joseph, Administration 
Jennifer Ann Karcher, Health Science, Honors 
Kevin John Kelly, Administration 
Jeffrey Scott Kennedy, Administration 
Khaqan Mohammed Khan, Administration 
Elaine Stephanie Kirby, Biology 
Vera R. Klipa, Health Science 
Philip D. Kornblum, Administration 
Margaret A. Koster, Administration 
Dewi Christianti Kwee, Computer Science 
David James Kyle, Health Science, Honors 
Diane Anh Lam, Administration 
Darrin Thomas Land, Administration 
Debrah Ranae Landen, Physical Education 
Sonya D. Lane, Administration 
Pamela Lynn Lang, Biology • 
Kristina Kaye Larsen, Computer Science 
Neal S. Larson, Administration, Honors 
Norma Jean Larson, Administration • 
Michael Lewis Laschober, Mathematics 
Arthur J. Lattany, Industrial Technology 
Malissa J. Lawrence, Administration 
Teresa Ann Lawton, Administration 
Chin-Hvca Lee, Adininistration 
Dennis Richard Lee, Administration • 
John Arthur Lenertz, Administration 
April Lynn Lewis, Administration 
Andrea Marie Lia, Foods And Nutrition 
Scott Kent Lihme, Administration 
Regina A. Lindblom, Administration, High Honors 
Gwoho Liu, Mathematics 
Bryan Anthony Logan, Administration 
Anita Gale Loughlin, Chemistry 
Jan M. Mack, Biology, Honors • 
Paula Jo Manack, Physical Education 
Helen Manhan, Nursing 
Francis James Mannlein, Physical Education 
Kevin M. Manquen, Administration 
James Paul Mara, Physical Education 
Glenn James Marlisa, Computer Science 
Scott D. Marriott, Administration 
Kevin Arun Martis, Biology 
Karen M. Martus, Biology 
Orimi Matsuoka, Administration 
Sue Anne Maxinoski, Administration, Honors • • 
Musa A. Mba, Administration 
Caron Michele McAfee, Administration • 
Grant Alexander McAuley, Mathematics 
Maureen Margaret McCarthy, Foods And Nutrition 
Linda Marie McClintock, Nursing 
Kyle Russell McDonald, Administration 
Jennifer Lee McEneany, Administration 
Terri A. McLean, Administration 
Wade Nelson McMullen, Administration 
Todd Charles Means, Administration 
Dean Meddaugh, Administration 
Karl Mehring, Administration 
Rajesh P. Mehta, Administration 
Kevin Menezes, Computer Science 
Karine Marie Mensch, Administration 
Mathew D. Menze, Industrial Technology 
John Michael Merell, Administration 
William E. Metzler, Jr., Administration 
Michael J. Miles, Computer Science 
Raymond Hugh Milhon, Computer Science 
Guy Franklin Miller, Mathematics 
Timothy P. Mills, Industrial Technology, Honors 
Erick M. Mirabella, Health Science 
Jeffrey Carl Molino, Administration 
Keith Momon, Computer Science 
Kelly Monderine, Health Science 
Cuitlahuatl Monies, Physical Education 
Amy Kathleen Morrett, Physical Education, Honors • • 
William H. Morrison, Health Science 
James Paul Mulick, Administration 
Albert Jay Munoz, Administration 
Vicki A. Murphy, Administration 
Nancy Murren, Nursing • 
Theresa Lee Musses, Administration 
Shamim Namvari, Computer Science 
Gerardo Fernandez Neri, Biology 
Tuyet Phuong Thi Nguyen, Computer Science 
Mark Joseph Niemantsverdriet, Administration 
Jeannie Anne Njenga, Biology 
Susan Aldrich Nordyke, Foods And Nutrition 
Ana Marie Novak-Goodman, Biology 
Carol Jean Hinkle Nwagbara, Health Science 
Pamela L. O'Connell, Nursing 
Catherine J. O'Day, Foods And Nutrition A 
Gerard Vincent O'Reilly, Administration 
Terrence Rory O'Rourke, Computer Science 
R. Kelly Oliver, Computer Science 
Raymond Y. Ong, Administration 
Yvonne Catherine Osuna, Computer Science 
Nubia Parada, Administration 
Thomas John Paramo, Administration 
Julio J. Paredes, Administration 
Sunil Patel, Chemistry 
Robert Dennis Pavicic, Administration 
Ken Akira Payne, Computer Science 
Jose Arturo Paz, Jr., Administration 
Howard Roy Pearce, Administration 
Johanna Lee Pennell, Administration 
Patricia Ann Penrice, Administration 
Peter Antonio Perez, Physical Education 
Tadeu Damasio Perillo, Computer Science 
Robert Raymond Pettigrew, Health Science 
Linda S. Pinkham, Mathematics 
Rebecca Jean Pleasant-Johnson, Nursing 
Val Marie Potter, Administration, Honors 
Richard L. Powell, Administration 
Walter William David Preston, Physics 
John Quarles, Biology 
David Mark Ramirez, Administration 
Norma Alicia Ramirez, Administration, Honors 
Cynthia Jane Rau, Administration 
Ricky Duane Ray, Administration 
Rocky W, Ray, Administration 
Barbara Kay Redding, Administration, Honors 
Vasavi Reddy, Biology 
Dennis Redmond, Administration 
Richard Brian Reed, Administration 
Kimberly Dawn Reeves, Mathematics 
Darren Dale Restad, Administration 
Marcia Ann Rigney, Physical Education 
Kimberley Ellen Rivers, Administration 
Heather Leigh Roberson, Administration 
Laura Brennan Roberts, Biology 
Letia L. Robertson, Nursing 
Dorina Rocas, Computer Science 
Jorge I. Rodriguez, Computer Science 
Gregory David Rogers, Computer Science 
Maurice A. Rogers, Administration 
Carlos S. Rojas, Administration 
Norma Elisa Rojo, Nursing 
David B. Rollins, Computer Science 
Annette Burke Del Rosario, Administration 
Joyce Anne Roush-Brommer, Nursing 
Maria Inez Rubio, Computer Science 
Kimberly L. Ruddle, Computer Science A 
Mia Rumalean, Industrial Technology 
James Nasseri Saunders, Administration 
Cheryl Ann Savage, Health Science 
Arthur Clare Schindele, Administration 
John Robert Schrup, 11, Administration 
Kathryn Denise Scrape, Administration 
Robert A. Sedgwick, Computer Science A 
Jennifer Lynn Sgambati, Computer Science 
Amal Fawzy Shaker, Biology 
Jerry A. Sharp, Computer Science 
Albert Shaw, Administration 
Sean Joseph Shea, Physical Education 
Andrea Marie Shomin, Administration 
Maria Sylvia Sicre, Administration 
Heather Elizabeth Siebrass, Administration 
Dolores Anita Silver, Nursing 
Scott James Simon, Computer Science 
Deborah M. Sims, Administration A 
Douglas J. Small, Administration 
Corrine Denise Smith, Biology A 
Scott N. Snyder, Administration 
Susan Patricia Snyder, Nu7-sing 
Agnes Therese Soltis, Administration 
Chris Marie Soppeland, Administration 
Mellissa L. Souza, Health Science 
Susan Kaye Spray, Biology, Honors • A 
Barbara Kathleen Calloway Steadman, Adjninistration 
Jim V. Stewart, Physical Education 
Steven John Sutorus, Administration 
William A. Sweezer, Administration 
Michael P. Swift, Administration 
Maria Tambouris, Administration 
Timoth)^ Russell Tangeman, Administration 
Edward Troy Tanner, Physics 
Michael Allen Tanner, Biology • A 
Malehe Molly Tavakolian, Administration 
Stefanus Hasnan Tedja, Administration 
Leslie Anne Teffenhart, Nursing 
Christine Siegel Thomas, Administration 
Shinobu Yae Thomas, Administration 
Heike W. Thompson, Chemistry • 
Jeannine L. Thompson, Administration 
Kevin Paul Thompson, Computer Science 
Linda A. Thompson, Nursing 
Tina S. Tice, Administration 
Murli M. Tiwari, Administration 
Sopian Tjarhandy, Computer Science 
Annette Krause Todd, Health Science A 
David W. Townsend, Administration 
Mary K. Trdan Schmidt, Administratmi 
Lourdes B. Trofeo, Administration 
Renae Lynn Truex, Administration 
Nguyen Bach Tuyet, Administration 
Shakeel Ahmed Usmani, Administration 
Stacey M. Uzzi, Administration 
Tinette Marie Vaillancourt, Physical Education 
Donna Marie Valenti, Biology 
William Cuyler Van Patten, Administration • 
Veronica V. Vargas, Administration 
Franklin Aas Vincent, Administration 
Jens U. Wacker, Administration 
Icilda lonie Wallace, Health Science 
Carol Jean Wallace, Administration, High Honors • 
Tracey Lorraine Wallen, Administration, Honors 
Ellen Faye Walter, Administration 
Lisa A. Warner, Administration 
Tamara Suzanne Watson, Administration, Honors • 
Margaret Weaver, Physical Education 
Steven M. West, Administration 
Harriet Cora White, Administration 
Gregory Allen Whitney, Administration 
Juanita A. Woss Wielenga, Nursing, High Honors • • 
Timothy John Wilbur, Jr., Physical Education 
Calvin Darwin Wilkins, Administration 
Vita M. Willett, Administration, Honors • 
James Michael Williams, Biology 
Ian Willis, Administration 
Gwendolyn Wilson, Health Science 
Jeffrey Alan Winget, Administration 
Sophia K. Wong, Administration 
Carol Ann Wright, Nursing 
Jerry L. Wyant, Industrial Technology 
Susan Elaine Wycoff, Administration 
Kiyomi Yanagi, Administration 
David Abraham Yee, Administration 
Tilahun Yonas, Administration 
Tanya Y. Young, Foods And Nutrition 
Kelvin C. Young, Computer Science 
El-Araj Raed Yousef, Administration, Honors • 
Henry Elizarraraz Yzaguirre, Jr., Computer Science 
Mohamad R. Zandkarimi, Administration 
Paul M. Zinn, Physical Education 
Bachelor of Vocational Education 
Charles L. Bahner 
Laura Ann Boswell 
Nelson John Brown 
Gerald L. Carroll 
John Vincent Commander 
Victor Corey Davis 
Pamela Rochelle Hinckley 
Jeanne J. Holmes, Honors 
Theodore B. Housley 
Michele Elizabeth Jackson 
Barbara Jean Jones 
Nancy J. Kretz, Honors 
John W. Lang 
Julie Molnar 
Connie Leeper Monies 
Paul J. Nyerick 
Robert Dale Shelley 
Rocky C. Sherman 
Brian Anthony Soukup 
Michael Stiffler 
Miriam J. Wells 
Master of Arts 
Julie Ann LaMay Abner, English Composition 
Gabriela Aceves, Criminal Justice 
Daniel Roger Achatz, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Mary Kay Albin, Education 
Roxanna Alcaraz, Psychology 
A DEPARTMENTAL HONOR 
• PHI KAPPA PHI 
Ruth S. Aldrich, Education 
Makeba Regina Rose Allen, Education 
Michael Dean Altom, National Security Studies 
Richard Alan Alvarez, Education 
Charles William Anderson, Education 
Gwendolyn Elizabeth Anderson, Education 
Ines O. Anderson, Education 
Janice R. Anderson, Education 
Patricia Mary Anderson, Education 
John L. Armour, National Security Studies 
James R. Astle, Education 
Gila Anat Azar, Psychology 
Carole Christine Bailey, Education 
Susan A. Ball, Education 
Patricia Michele Bamford, Education 
Cynthia Vanderwilt Barkley, Education 
Mark D. Barrett, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Herbert K. V. Barsch, Education 
Sheryl Lee Beamer, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Elizabeth Ann Beebe, Education 
Allan H. Beeber, Interdisciplinary Studies • 
Barbara M. Bell, Education 
Robert J. Bemben, National Security Studies 
Hal T. Bernardy, Education 
Marion Bernhardt-Telford, Education 
Richard J. Betancourt, Education 
Cindy K. Bieberdorf, Psychology 
Karen Biesiada, Education 
William Arthur Black, Education 
Cynthia Gail Blair, Education 
Kenneth Lee Blake, Education 
Mylene Jacqueline Brooks, Education 
Eric L. Brown, Education 
Donnalee Bucci, Psychology 
Fred E. Budinger, Jr., Interdisciplinary Studies 
Suzan Renee Burcham, Education 
Stephen Louis Burrell, Education 
Cynthia Schell Butterweck, Education 
Caroline Luton Byassee, Psychology 
Karen Michelle Calkins, English Composition 
Connie J. Cameron, Education 
Virgina Carlson, Education 
Charles L. Carr, Sr., Education 
Dane Robert Chance, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Deena Jacques Chapman, Education 
William Circle, National Security Studies 
Carol Lea Clark, English Composition 
Teresa Lynn Clark, Education 
Mary Hobdy Clement, Education 
John A. Comet, Education 
James William Comstock, National Security Studies 
Frederick Bruce Conklin, Education 
Tracey Purcell Connell, Rehabilitation Counseling 
James M. Corr, National Security Studies 
Dale Preston Craig, Education 
Carol Anne Cyr^ Education 
James Edward Daniels, Psychology 
Kebra Ann Deckert, Education 
Carla J. Delvin-Hand, Education 
Stephan Desrochers, Psychology 
Linda Christine Diaz, Education 
Laura Jane Dickerson, Education 
Jeffrey William Diesing, National Security Studies 
Christina Ann Dill, English Composition 
Patricia L. Dinsman, Education 
Lucinda L. Dodd, Education 
Vlary E. Dominick, Education 
Dana Rebecca Drew, Education 
Sandra Ann Dunn, Education 
Draciela Lydia Leyva Duran, Education 
William Michael Eatinger, Education 
A.nita Gail Eckstein, Education 
Pamela Sue Ehresmann, Education 
Ellen Irene Elfstrom, English Composition 
Lawrence E. Ellis, Education 
Lheryl Elsmore, English Composition 
ames Donald Engel, Education 
Dorothy Jo Ennis, Education 
Dolores Epperheimer, Interdisciplinary Studies 
3eth Diane Van Essen, Education 
:iona M. Eubank, English Composition 
ohn Darrell Evans, Educational Administration 
Hleyam Fayez Nicola Eakhouri, English Composition 
Stephen Ray Felts, Education 
Zarrie Beth Feltz, Psychology 
oseph Victor Fengler, National Security Studies 
<imberly Foreman, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Lara Leona Forth, Psychology 
Zharmion Franz, Education 
Deborah J. Fratter, Education 
Elaine S. Frost, Education 
\rthur M. Gallardo, Education 
^atricia Ann Garnett, Education 
udy Marie Glaze, Education 
^atricia L. Colder, English Composition 
Zhristina Rose Gonzales, Education 
Sandra Marie Gould, Eyjglish Composition 
Vlichelle Janet Green, Educational Administration 
Sharon N. Greene, Education 
Zreg Charles Grisham, Education 
I'hyllis Marie Hadley, Education 
Caren Hahs, Education 
Elizabeth Jean Brunelle Hall, Education 
Sirkka Helena Halmari, English Composition 
Zandace Leigh Harral, English Composition 
^ynne Ann Harris, Educational Administration 
^atricia A. Hays, Education 
Sandra Jean Henley, Educational Administration 
udi Nightingale Hordynski, Education 
Emily Cecelia Hurlbert, Education 
vlarianne M. Hussey, Education 
Zheryl A. Ishida, Education 
v^ona Maria Jackson, Education 
Zhristine Marie Jeffries, Education 
/ernon Edward Johns, Education 
Andrea J. Johnson, Education 
darrison Carl Johnson, Jr., Education 
Zonnie Colleen Jones, Education 
Dkeyo Ajamu Jumal, Educational Administration 
iuthie M. Justice, Education 
Aary Therese Kantola, Education 
Zharles L. Kasten, Rehabilitation Counseling 
vdaureen Anne Kearney, Education 
Aary Alice Fulcher Keaton, Education 
^.Ibert Jackrock Kelley, Education 
jnda L. Kent, Education 
Marguerite Irene Kinder, Education 
'atricia King, Education 
iusan Kiskis, Psychology 
umothy Stephen Kistler, Education 
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Nancy Sue Klein, Education 
Anthony Edwin Kolkmeyer, National Security Studies 
Kelly Jean Kornacki-Castillo, Education 
Carolyn Helen Lane, Education 
Marjorie Lane, Education 
Marilyn B. Lanier, Education • 
John Andrew Larsen, Administration 
Linda Lee Lentz, Education 
Cyntliia Berk Libby, Education 
Patsy Ruth Liggett, Education 
Esthus Lofton, Education 
Diane Longstreth, Education 
Christopher S. Lopez, Education 
Lisa H. Lozow, Education 
Sue Ann Lundborg, Education 
John F. Mandery, Education 
Dorene P. Maple, Education 
Timothy Lawrence Marceau, National Security Studies 
Cheryl Ann Marino, Education • 
Ray Marisnick, Jr., Education 
Stephen George Marlatt, Education 
Darlene Elizabeth Martin, Education 
Virginia Martin, Education 
Pam A. Maxwell-Alps, Education 
Camille Marie Mayers, Education 
Hershey E. McChesney, Education 
Elaine Grace McFarlane, Education 
John D. McGee, Special Major 
Mark E. McHugh, National Security Studies 
Heather Anna Mclnnis, Education 
Maureen Rosa McKain, Education 
Cjmthia McKewan, Education 
Phyllis Ann McKiernan, Education 
Amanda Louise McLeod-Weiser, Education 
Grant L. McMurran, National Security Studies 
Judy Jean McMurtry, Education 
Leslie Anne McNenly, Education 
Lucy Medina, Education 
Sandra Smith Mella, Psychology 
Lynda S. Meral, Education 
Sally A. B. Meyer, Education 
Phyllis Jean Mickelson, Education 
Tina L. Mihin, Education 
Eleanor Kay Milender, Education 
Lisa Diane Miller, National Security Studies 
Joan E. Milton, Education 
Carol Miter, English Composition 
Rhonda G. Mock, Education 
Bruce Wayne Moore, Educational Administration 
Kent E. Moore, Education 
Michael Edwin Moore, Psychology 
Zelma R. Moore, Education 
Patricia E. Moran, Education 
Jesse A. Moreno, Education 
Laura Ann Morris, Education 
Sandra Lee Mortensen, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Reba Ann Myers, Education 
Sharon Renee Naranjo, Education 
Lavern O. Negose, Education 
Carrol Jean Neighbors, Educational Administration 
Susan Sublett Newton, Education 
Erma J. Nichols, Educational Administration 
Dominic Nigro, Psychology 
Judy Lynn Nutgrass, Education 
Eileen Marie O'Brien, Education 
Evelyn Ann O'Prey, Education 
Robert M Oldnettle, National Security Studies 
David Hugh Olson, Education 
Rafael-Reyes Ortiz, Education 
John Alan Owens, Education 
Patricia Lynn Alexander Paige, Education 
Karen S. Parker, Education 
Jo Anne Parsons, Education 
Samual J. Patalano, Education 
Patricia A. Paulo, Education 
Edmund Vincent Pax, National Security Studies 
Mary Frances Peck, Education 
Alison Pelletier-Feeken, Education 
Michael Ray Pelto, National Security Studies 
Charles Anthony Perez, Education 
Valerie Sue Perez, Psychology 
Carol Ann Pettet, Education 
Martha Louise Peyton, Education 
Timothy Mark Pieper, Education 
Douglas L. Potts, Education 
Denise Marie Price, Education 
Henry William Provencher, Criminal Justice 
Deborah Putman, Education 
Linda Susan Putnam, Education 
Patricia Quinn-Munson, Educational Administration 
T. Norberto Quiroz, Education 
Janice Lee Rank, Psychology 
Martine Daze Ratelle, Education 
Richard William Rawnsley, English Composition 
Soncia Rae Reagins, Education 
Gerald Alan Reid, Education 
Michael Walter Ressel, Education 
Judith D. Richman, Education 
Kerry Riddle-O'Connor, Education 
Rebecca Catherine Riedel, Education 
Anita Elaine Rivers, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Jon Kenneth Roberts, Education 
Leslie Rene Robison, Education 
Mary Kathleen Fee Robles, Education 
Carolanne Mathews Rodgers, Education 
Rebecca L. Rodocker, Educational Administration 
Betsy Rogalla, Education 
Jacqueline Rae Rogers, Education 
Teresa Ann Rogers, Education 
Richard Dalton Rush, Education 
Paula R, Rynders, Educational Administration 
Anne Samuels, Eriglish Composition 
Richard Daniel Sanchez, Education 
Edward Robert Schrier, Educational Administration 
Li-Va-Shur Semplar, Education 
Robin D. Shaffer, Education 
Michelle Denise Sherman, Education 
Susan Dee Simpson, Education 
Julie Ann Siri, Psychology 
Yvonne Rachel Sisk, Education 
Nancy Jo Sloth, Education 
Carl D. Smith, Education 
Janet Lee Smith, Education 
Nunmin Smith, Education 
Tad Jonathan Smith, Education 
Pamela Lou Smyth, English Composition 
Tama Sogoian, English Composition 
Siriporn Songsermsawad, Education 
R. Randall Sorenson, Education 
John Chaves Sousa, Education 
Jacqueline Ann Spencer, Rehabilitation Counseling • 
Nancy Louise Spencer, Education 
Kimberly Lynn Spitz, Education 
Wiliam Richard Stampe, Special Major 
Howard Donald Stein, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Steven Russell Steinberg, Psychology 
Brenda Naimah Sudan, Education 
Stephen Eric Swauger, Special Major 
Carol Ann Wene Thorn, Ei^glish Composition 
Kay L. Thomas, Education 
Richard D. Thompson, Education 
Susan A. Thoreson, Education 
Graydon Arthur Toms, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Susan M. Tornow, Education 
Helen Gail Tracy, Education 
Michele Louise Tuttle, Education 
Javier Valcarcel, Education 
Katheryn Louise Valcarcel, Education 
David B. VanNorman, Psychology 
Catheryn Ann VanSickle, Education 
Nancy C. VanWyhe, Psychology 
Dorothy L. Vela, Psychology 
Leslie Jane Walker, Education 
Charles L. Warford, Rehabilitation Counseling 
Rodney H. Waters, Education 
Rosanna Mccoy Weir, Education 
Kelly Lee Wheeler, Education 
Frances Ray White, Education 
Tammy Marie Whitlow, Education 
Robert Louis Whitney, Education 
Patricia Madeline Wilbur, Education 
Gladys Margaret Wilcox, Education 
Heather Jeannine Williams, Education 
Thomas Williams, Criminal Justice 
Monique R. I. Wilson, Psychology 
Charlene J. Witala, Psychology 
Roberta M. Wolven, Education 
Robert Glenn Wood, English Composition 
Cliff J. Worley, Education 
JillAnn Shaw Yarvis, Criminal Justice 
Gary Atwood Yetter, Education 
Norma Alicia Zazueta-Rodriguez, Education 
Jane Zimmer, Education 
Sandra R. Zita, Education 
Master of Arts in Teaching 
Wesley Griffith 
Gloria Susan Hearn 
Sandra L. Minkler 
Lorna Marasigan Obien 
Mary L. Parker 
Master of Business Administration 
Indra Ahuja 
Mubarak Saif Al-Mehairi 
Hamad Alhurr Alsuwaidi 
Soraj Asavaprapha 
Michael John Assumma 
Arilla Christine Austin 
Paphasuksant Banlang 
Guy Antonio Barbagallo 
Alfred Walter Bendix 
Robyn Anne Bezanson 
Malte Manfred Bischoff 
Josetti Blackshear-Fields 





Cheng Wee Choong 
Su-Ling Chou 
Karen Diana Cotter 
Steven P. Crandall 
Eileen Maire Didier 
Charles David Eason 
Kristen Suzanne Ellis 
Mehran Eiroozbakht 
Arleen Mae A. Elores 
Patrick Thomas Eulgenzi 
Arthur Paul Gomez 
James Michael Gonering 
Richard E. Graeber 
Holly Kim Haggert}' 
Icsolene Hargett 
Deborah Lynn Harris 
Decha Hayodom 





Andrian Samuel Krisbadi 
Jean A. Kung 
John Andrew Larsen 
Shin Khee Lee 
Chen Lien-Dah 
Chingmei Lin 
Eddie Eong-Cheng Lin 
Mai-Yin Lin 
Roy R. Lindfield, Jr. 
James Michael Lindseth 
Thicen Liu 
Wing-Cheung Liu 
Laurie Kathleen Lofland 
Sittichai Mahaguna 
Sirirat Manasathitaya 
Sharon Suzanne Mann 
Maher Masloub 
M. Michelle Mauch 
John William Meeker 
Erik John Mezack 
Nick Agostino Milazzo 
Wayne 1. Miller 
Koei Mogi 
Kimberly Lucille Mueller 
Hugh Nguyen 
Queenie Cuu Nguyen 
Atalisa Patchauapat 
Dilip M. Patel 
Mary C. Pennell 
Sohail Rafiq 
Ahmed Rizwan 
Rodney Mark Roath 
Pavin Rodloytuk 
Gina Marie Roque 
Timothy L. Rude 
Zareh H. Sarrafian 
Kae Sartor 
Daovipa Setakasikara 
Walter Scott Shaffer 
Muhammad Shafique 
Robert J. Showalter 
Gary Scott Shumway 
Sandra Lee Simpson 
Chirapattana Sirapongprapa 
Piyawan Skulthongbai 
Royke W. Soetanto 
Chakarit Songsermsawad 
Prerapat Sriskulpinyo 
Mark D. Steinmeyer 
Jean M. Stephens 
Robert D. Stephens 
Sonia Marion Strother 
Harnpunpong Suchada 






Clifford Roy Thomson 
Hermawan Tjandra 





Grace M. Wang 
Huei-Wen Wen 
William Thomas White 
Steven K. Wiens 
Martha R. Williams 
Ronald Edward Wilson 
Ubonrat Worawongwasu 
Katsuhiro Yamanta 
Hsueh-Chao Catherina Yang 
Shih-Kuang Yen 
Yukinori Yoshimura 
Vivien Hani Zein 
Master of Public Administration 
Kenneth L. Becknell 
Gary E. Boyles 
Velma Fern Dyas-Yonnes 
W. Duane Fessenden 
Shannon Goetsch 
Leila A. Kachevas 
Wesley Lee Keat, Jr. 
Anthony Longhetti 
Laura Ruffalo Manchester 
Richard McGrath 
Sondra K. Morison 
Quentin Jamil Moses 
Martin Pastucha 
Samuel C. Scott 
Jeffrey Scott Shockey 
Tony Smith 
Anthony Michael Snodgrass 
Shane R. Stueckle 
Bruce Richard Suchomel 
Ann Janette Wages 
Morris Wayne Wolford 
David A. Yegge 
Abraham S. Zakar 
Mischelle Elaine Zimmerman 
Master of Science 
Callistus Emeka Amajoyi, Health Services Administration 
Thomas Kevin Bane, Biology 
Steve Bo, Psychology 
Cecilia Anne Camacho, Psychology 
Amy Elizabeth Cousineau, Psychology 
Vickie Enkoff, Psychology 
Christina L. Escobedo-Brady, Psychology 
Neil A. J. Gavel, Health Services Administration 
Cynthia Ruth Greyraven, Biology 
Mark Robert Henning, Psychology 
Jon Richard Hopper, Psychology 
Karen Ann Houck, Biology 
Rozanne Kusak Hug, Psychology 
Wendy Jean Kellogg, Psychology 
Joan Teresa Little, Health Services Administration 
Kristan Scott Loewy, Psychology 
Shelley L. Majors, Psychology 
Nellie M. McKenzie, Biology 
Tsehay E. Mekonnen, Biology 
Leone Ann Merriam, Biology 
Cynthia Suzanne Nicholson, Psychology 
Cheryl Lynn Pell, Psychology 
Misty April Sherman, Psychology 
Scott Martin Stephan, Health Services Administration 
Margaret Vanderploeg, Psychology 
Suzanne Berry Wallace, Health Services Administration 
Bruce Edward Womack, Biology 
Master of Social Work 
DeeAnne Ashley 
Holli S. Belcher 
Susan Adair Cooley 
Christy Crespin 
Toni Jean Curbow 
Elizabeth B. Davis 
Linda Lee Greve 
Michael L. Hale 
Laurence J. Haynes 
Deborah Ann Kelley 
T. Kevin Kelley 
Rebecca Jane Lawless • 
Peggy Marshall 
Linda Frances Morrissette 
Deborah Louise Phillips 
Brett Alyn Ploumen 
Linda Marie Ramos 
Leah Geneva Rentz 
Delores G. Shanta 
Karen A. Vodeb 
Mavernie Viviime Wright-Mitchell 
DEPARTMENTAL HONOR 
PHI KAPPA PHI 
Statewide Nursing Program Graduates 
The Statewide Nursing Program of California State University, 
Dominguez Hills offers fully accredited nursing programs throughout 
California authorized by the Chancellor of the California State 
University. 
The Statewide Nursing Program offers upper division and graduate 
level coursework leading to bachelor's or master's degrees. Degrees 
and certificates are awarded by the Statewide Nursing Program, 
California State University in the name of the Board of Trustees of the 
California State University, Dominguez Hills. These candidates are 
invited to participate in school commencement exercises appropriate 
to their field of study. 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Beverley Joan Cermak 
Stephanie McCrea Ellenberger 
Darlene Y. Gaskill 
Mercedes Holland 
Virginia Lee Paulson 
Sandra Kay Rench 
Arvella Joy Rossignol 
Master of Science in Nursing 
Lori Fichman 
Lucretia Elaine Haeffle 

San Bernardino, 
Our Alma Mater 
LOREN FILBECK, D.M.A. 
ARRANGEMENT FOR BAND, 
WILLIAM ADAMS, B.A. 1991 
BENEATH THE SHIMMERING MOUNTAINS, 
NEAR SEA AND DESERT SAND, 
OUR ALMA MATER STANDS SECURE, 
TRUTH'S LIGHT HELD IN HER HAND. 
HER YOUTH AND ENERGY WE SHARE AS 
WE REACH TOWARDS WISDOM'S DOORJ 
HER NAME WE LAUD AND GLADLY BEAR, 
WITH PRIDE OUR SPIRITS SOAR. 
SAN BERNARDINO, 
OUR ALMA MATER, 
WE SING OUR PRAISE TO THEE; 
SAN BERNARDINO, 
AS SONS AND DAUGHTERS 
WE PLEDGE FAITH AND LOYALTY! 
> 

California state ufiiiversity 
SAN bernardino library 
5500 University Perkway 
Sao Bernardino, Calif. 32407 
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